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A Freld Trip in the Life of Mr. Bdakian
fu urs iEver'rus cRADER_s ilimbed back on the bus iftei iheir yearly fieta *p to the

nearby Naiional Forest, Mr. Balakian, the life science teiiheq cou.ldn't help
but feel a bit uneaiy abour how h" *"uliJ ,fprouch .h. ..*"i"i"g.lnsr.oo*

to the foresr, theiJ was something n.* ,o explain. ffir yq4i however, he sa,,
i differenr kind of ihallenge

Because this trip,was *" ;i r:.f msroom orrlt on f"..r, pir-", tt 
" 

di..ursion usually
centered on uee species, whic} mushxooms were edible, and rhe agc of certain
large trees. This year, because of the interest and concern of one of thi srudents.
the questions posed to Mr. Balakian'and the Forest Service staff were abour
clearcuts and their effect on *latif" and the lqqal econ;mies.

.lorfr. ,f',1 student, was amazingly well-inform.a oo ,tr. t*rt irr*, ,rJ'op"nly challenged
the management piaaices that were pari of the rour. He had iiid tlnt clearcutting

student countered that concern for fish wJi endangering hiS family because his

the pace of defoieitiiion was faster than the rate of replacemenr.

ffr" e"r.t, Service employee explained ho* logging rrrp"r"a ,f-r. fo.rf economl, by
cieating different sorts of fobs for miJl o*neiJ, iruckers, and piper companies,
among orhers. Several of ihe students gog into a discusiion tf,"rttu*.a predia-

1-h. officral rour 
-ended 

on , iiritir.d no*, *i,h ,he srudents cordially thanking the tour
guide. Now they would r€turn to the ciasiroorn to identify thi plants they had
collected. calculate thi iize and age of trees, and follow up on their findings in
ihe library. But there were obviousl, oihAi isiues to integrate. ones with which
Mr. Balakian did not feel as comfoiirbla. He iimpty didn t know as much about

He realized thar the tr;;;; ;.;. complicated ,ro,i,t most of his students didn,t have
the background to inform their arguments (he wasn'r iure thar he did eiiheit.

!e knew that time was short iust for teaching the biiic biology, and addressing
tlese issues might expose him to complaints from parints concerned about
"biases." At the same time, he sensed that the current agiution of his class
was an oppornrniry, a "teachable moment." How should he proceed?



Introduction

n. BererreN IS Nor ALoNE. Educators increasingly face the
challenge of incorporating complex, "real-life " issues into their
classrooms, whether prompted by curious students or encour-

aged by education reformers. As many educators point out,
teachers like Mr. Balakian can use incidents like this to explore problem solving,
critical thinking, and conflict resolution in their classrooms. It takes some
planning, creativiry and effort.

Your inservice programs can give teachers ideas, support, and resources
for helping students learn more about controversial issues and environmental
problems. You can share guidelines for engaging students in a problem-solving
strategy around an issue of their choice. Or, you could focus on the facilitation
skills that teachers need in order to approach environmental issues in their
classrooms.

Your workshop participants may raise some
of these questions:

"\X/hy should (or shouldn't) we include
environmental issues in our curricula?"

"How can we introduce our students
to controversial issues without inviting
a face-off or angering their parents?"

"How can we help our students under-
stand and address environmental issues

effectively?"

".S7'hat skills do we and our students need
to attend to controversial issues?"

"'What things make it difficult to incorpo-
rate issues in the classroom? How can
we get around those barriers?"

These questions, raised by teachers in work-
shops such ai yours, provide the organiza-
tional structure for this unig which explains:

- the importance of developing a rationale

- a flexible problem-solving process that
can be adapted to meet different teaching
sryles and needs

- strategies to assist students in effectively
analyzing, understanding or taking action
on environmental issues

- skills that help teachers and students
address conffoversial issues thoughtfully
and responsibly

- cornmon barriers and suggestions for
overcoming them

Activities (beginning on page 24) support the main concepts in each section.
At the end of the unit is a list of related resources and organizations.

Workshop Resaurce Ma nu al



\7hy Teach Environmental Issues?

HE DEMANDS oN cr-{ssRooM TEACTfiRS are heavy, and they are growing.
So, why include environmental issues in the classroom experience?
A teacher's fust step in this process is to identify why environmental
issues are important and how the process of addressing them can

benefit teaching and learning. As an inservice provider, you can help your work-
shop participants develop a rationale for incorporating environmental issues

into their curricula.

A Rationale
'What 

are the reasons for teaching environmen-
tal issues in the classroom?'S7hen teachers are
given time to consider this question, they have
a lot to say. Here is what one group of teachers
came up with during a workshop on teach-
ing environmental issues:

Benefix for Students:
- Young people have concerns about the

environment, and it is important to respond
to their concerns and support them. Inves-
tigating actual problems and making an
efforr to improve those situarions engages
students and motivates them. The process
makes learning relevant to their lives.

- Going through a process of investigation
and action can instill optimism, rather than
despair, about the future. Students should
understand the seriousness of environmental
problems but also develop a sense of hope
and commitment to change.

- Considering environmental issues and
their solutions requires students to practice
and improve skills such as decision making,
critical reflection, and problem solving.
This is particulady true in the context
of imperfect or incomplete information.
They learn how to apply their skills and
knowledge and reconsider their opinions
as they build their own world.

- Studying environmental issues can empower
young people by connecting their daily
lives and local communiry with their class-
room studies. (For background and
discussion on this topic, see the EE Toolbox
'Workshop 

Resource Manual unit on
"Using Community Resources. " )

Benefix forTeachers:
- Environmental issues are making head-

lines. They can attract and hold studenrs'
interest because they are current, relevant,
critical issues of the times.

- Addressing environmental issues involves a
variety of activities and learning experiences,
thus improving the quality of teaching.

- Involvement in environmental projects
develops cooperation and a sense of com-
munity among students.

- Environmental issues provide a context
for interdisciplinary Iearning.

- A systematic approach to exploring, ana-
lyzing, and solving problems addresses
learning objectives that are central to edu-
cation reform.

- The urgency of environmental deterioration
demands that we incorporate environmen-
tal issues into the classroom experience.

4oo o" h.ng fn\t o. 'en a. t- rF r lhe t.., taatr



Buildins Rry in a Workslrep

a,wo..a.Rs.1ffiq;iAften,lsuGll.s.fa.rltVlcbm$S:q"s$1te.s*:ft;ef,hav.in$.9!r-,,p-$.w qksho.p,expeiiences. 
,

three reasons for teach!ng environmental issues. Each person shared one idea with the
whole group This initiated the prbiesi of developing a rationale and acted as a means

]h*#i#:,g$ttw:btris{ffiiefi{S$iitlis,y:$!iiiil+rib.t: ipei.$$,$alistat$fipFt$, F0gt +gii$[ri$g,e;l!vjls;1

.ow$rmtloridl+E;i;{ctivi ,$,$r*siail$rhbr.iHs$$!u1!!r},$$6q$sj+j!$g,t$a$:h:eFsiin:$ff|:opingii:i:

A rationale is like the foundation of a
house everything else is held up by it. \\4ren
teachers examine their own reasons for add-
ressing environmental issues in the classroorq
they are creating stability and direction for
their programs; if the going gets rough, they
can go back to their rationales for reminders
about why they are teaching environmental
issues. The strength of a classroom project
and the form it takes can directly relate to
the clarity of the rationale.

Teachers are likely to raise concerns
and barriers to addressing issues in their
classroom. Although these are important
to discuss and overcome (see pages 22-23),
you may prefer to separate purpose and
rationale from the barriers. Ifteachers raise
concerns that would seem to argue against
addressing environmental issues in the class-
room, you may want to list their concerns
on newsprint and return to them later in
the workshop.

On the other hand, you may need
to acknowledge their concerns right away.
In one workshop, a teacher commented that
our understanding of the problems is always
changing-today's facts may be tomorrow's
fallacies. Therefore, he wasn't sure that issues

belonged in the classroom. Other teachers
responded that teachers shouldn't advocate
particular positions and that students need
to develop hopeful visions for the future
rather than notions of helplessness and
hopelessness. In their opinion, engaging the
students with issues, even if it meant strug-
gling with uncertainty and ambiguity, was
more important than waiting for more facts.
In addressing their colleague's concern, these

teachers reinforced their own rationales.

As teachers develop and discuss their
rationales, you may wish to provide a few
resources. David Orr writes about the need
for ecological literacy in college and univer-
sity liberal arts programs; his work may be

especially useful to high school teachers.
Teachers who include the notion of student
empowerment in their rationales may find
Seth Kreisburg's model of empowering edu-
cation useful; he describes itinTransform-
ing P ow er : D omination, Emp ow erment,
and Education.Finally, a Toolbox publica-
tion called Getting Started: A Gwide for
Bringing Enuironmental Education Into
Yowr Classrooz includes several descriptions
of howteachers have addressed issues intheir
schools, the challenges they overcame, and
the benefits they found. (These publications
and more are listed in the "Resources" sec-

tion at the end of this unit.)

A Popular Complaint

As environmental education becomes more
popular in schools and a more powerful
force in the education communiry you may
hear one particularly strong criticism: that
EE is brainwashing kids to have a knee-jerk
environmentalist reaction to issues. We sug-
gest that you discuss this misconception in
your workshops.

A key point is that advocacy is not the
same as education. A teacher may do both,
but they have different purposes. To advocate
for a solution or behavior change is akin
to telling people what to do, rather than
educating them (with information and
skills) to make their own choices. Teachers
may advocate certain behaviors ("Don't hit
kids on the playground" and "'W'ash your

Workshap Resaurce Manual



hands before lunch") to promote social
norms or protect students' well-being.
Regarding controversial issues, however,
an approach that "educates" is often the
best route.

This line gets very fuzzy,however,
when younger students want to "do some-
thing" about the environment and tend to
see the world in terms of "good guys and
bad guys." It is important to help students
understand the complexity of most environ-
mental issues: Americans want things like
cars, TVs, and convenience; that desire cre-
ates problems like habitat destruction and

pollution. Helping students develop the
skills and commitment to balance both
needs-for a comfortable life and for envi
ronmental protection-is the essence of
environmental education. (This interesting
debate is explored in several articles in the
Toolbox's EE Reference Collection.)

This approach to including environmen-
tal issues in schools is based on the assump-
tion that teachers will help students explore
issues and consider alternative solutions,
not insist on immediately making newspa-
per headlines. The procedure in the next
section outlines the steps teachers can take
to bring issues into the classroom.

,LaStyg:in:su:b$rhA*:Eu!ssi]Ah:€Iei entEiyisCti0.hlimusic+easliei,alffid:a,t*ir perfoimed

,by,atil er]tn.b Anle.slJe;fe}i .itlw;t.too:'eotiraverst*tt.iU.p5*Si*u*er*it*,her:, Cgni9i ,

.vali*,ei$efioA,l,uae+U,rna,San#sfie.:iaft.ffi,nau:lnuthffi.io,,AA:wit$,ifieiu .C?fi.loi l

Ln Laytonville, California, parents campaigned io remove Dr. Seuii,s story about the
Lora1, who 'speaks for the tiees," from the secondlgrade readlng tist toi Ueing anti

And in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, b fundamenialist Christian group attempted to remove
a:tEaa:hEriresrolrraa,:11:} ,nuAl:on,+he,enviro*m'ehli:.ealt ,Ear:ih ehffd;rtto :e:tsmentaiy 

,

S.eflod$::*scerding:itoithbr.grou$.CI,k.le:hoEEI$ns:l$+.Q.+eti#,:Educetioh..:+tT$:book,pr-omo-ted, 
I

among ottrsr ihingi, srianlim Eastern mysticism, and worship ot tne faittr

Reporte-d by Bahata Ruben in :Aeadinl ina WriLing, Eut Nqt Realclfl& ' Enu!onmenta] Acllon, ?6t(1 ) pp.19-?2
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A Process for Addressing
Environmental Issues

HEN youR TEACHERS have clarified why they want to incorpo-
rate environmental issues in their classrooms, it's time to start
looking at how they can do so. To begin this process, they need

to recognize some basic characteristics of environmental issues.

- Environmental issues are complex. Their elements and ramifications can be

economic, social, cultural, scientific, and political as well as environmental.

- There are usually more than two sides to an issue; often, there are multiple
perspectives.

- It takes more than facts to understand environmental issues. It also requires
understanding the context, seeing the problem from various perspectives,

and exploring possibilities.

- There is rarely only one way to resolve an environmental issue.

- Solving enyironmental issues is an ongoing process-as we progress toward
positive change, we encounter new challenges and more information.

No mafferwhat subject area yourworkshop participantteaches, there's

a good chance that he or she can relate it to environmental issues. If some

teachers want help connecting their subject areas to environmental issues, this
may be accomplished in an extended break orthrough small-group interaction
as teachers develop ideas for their classroom.

Of the many ways for teachers to approach environmental issues with
their students (see pages L3-17 for several descriptions), all are reflected in the
simple, fundamental problem-solving process described in the next section.

You may want to introduce your workshop participants to this Five-Step

Process for Problem Solving before focusing on specific teaching strategies .

This way, they will be able to see how the various strategies fit together and how
their efforts contribute to the overall curriculum goals. By following this
process, teachers are less likely to be subjected to accusations of bias and
indoctrination, because their students will have explored several dimensions
and discovered how to make careful decisions. This section of the unit will
familiarize you with this process and give you tips on teaching it to others.

Workshap Resaurce Manual



Five-Step Process
for Problem Solving
Most complex problems are solved with the
same basic steps. Once learners have select-
ed an issue for focus (Step 1), they must
define the problem if they are to understand
it fully (Step 2). I7hen they have in-depth
understanding of the nature of the problem
and different viewpoints, they can consider
a variety of solutions (Step 3). They need
to analyze and evaluate those options
(Step 4); this sometimes creates an interplay
between creating solutions, evaluating
them, and recreating them. The final step,
Step 5, is to put that idea into practice-
to contribute to some type of actual change.

Environmental problems are different
from some others we encounter. In math, for
example, all the information is given (Steps
1, and2) and the problem solver must plug
the numbers into a formula (Step 3). Even
the "evaluate" step (Step 4) is tmncated because
the answer is either right or wrong and there
is no equivalent to Step 5. But in a complex
social or environmental problem, the infor-
mation may be hard to find or uncertain,
the formula may be nonexistent, and several
reasonable solutions may present themselves.
How does one choose? This five-step process
guides the problem-solving process.

Teachers need not srarr at the begin-
ning of the process and stop at the end.
Good programs and solid educational op-
portunities may involve fewer than five
steps or may jump and skip among rhem.
Explain
to teachers that they can approach this pro-
cess from different angles. The following
examples illustrate this flexibiliry.

- tachers who focus on an issue-investigation
process, perhaps through the National
Geographic Kids Network, involve students
in Step 2, "Define a Problem."

- Teachers who instill hope from analy-
zing success stories involve students
in Step 3, "Search for Solutions," and
Step 4,"Evaluate Options."

- Teachers who empower students with
an action-taking process involve students
in Steps 2-5: "Define," "Searchr" "Evalu-
ate," and "Act." They could have begun
the process by evaluating existing alterna-
tives and then going back to collect more
information.

Using the entire five-step process can
also be appropriate to current trends in edu-
cation reform, which emphasize problem
solving and critical thinking. This emphasis
reflects the growing awareness that students
need to be able to assess and manage infor-
mation to more creatively handle and solve
actual problems they will encounter. These
skills are built into the five-step model.

1. Choose
an Issue

2. Dedine a
Problem for
that lesue

3, Search for
Solutions

5. Take Action 4, Ivaluate
Options

Appraaching Envtronmental /ssres ln the C/assroom



'We recommend that you use these steps
in your workshops, both as an organizing
framework and as information that you
convey to teachers. The activities in this unit
give teachers an opportunity to practice the
steps in the process. \7e have noted related
activities at the end of each step. Now, for
the five steps. . .

Step 1r Choosing the lssue

The fust step in addressing an issue is choosing
an appropriate one to investigate. Ifyour
inservice is focused on a specific content area
(such as groundwater), the field of possibili-
ties will be narrowed. Otherwise, it may be
a matter of selecting an interesting, relevant
issue. For example, a teacher inservice work-
shop in southern Maine focused on wetlands
issues because a number of the participating
schools had been built on wetlands and some
of the teachers had already dealt with contro-
versies related to wetlands use.

Teachers may need guidance on how to
best choose an issue to investigate with their
students. The list below offers some options
for them. You may want the participants in
your workshop to develop their own list of
ideas, or encourage them to make a similar
list with their students. You could bring in
a two month stack of local newspapers and
work in small groups to identify local issues.

You could interview a handful of sixth graders

to discover what they care about. And you
can encourage your workshop participants
to do the same with their students.

Generating ldeas to Pursue

-ldentify student concerns.

-Review local newspaper stories for one month.

-Brainstorm and rank ideas.

-Tou r the neighborhood.

-l nterview other students.

-Ask parents or other adults.

Choosing an lssue

-Vote with two-thirds agreement.

-Vote with simple majority.

-Vote with simple majority but record
the minority opinion.

-Allow students to lobby each other, then vote.

-Reach 100 percent agreement.

-Use artwork to explore feelings about issues.

-Examine the issue against established
criteria: time, interest, access, complexity,
significance, etc.

Issues often present themselves, as well.
For example, three students from one elemen-
tary class saw a television show on the
depletion of the ozone layer. They shared
their concerns about ozone with their teacheq
and that issue became the focus of a group
project. In another case, a teacher who was
teaching a class on environmental issues

learned about an upcoming state hearing
on car emission standards. She offered the
topic as a possibility for the class to study.
Togetheq they discussed the reasons for and
against choosing that issue and identified
what itwould take to study the issue in depth
before the hearing. The students voted to go
ahead, and they ended up making presenta-
tions at the hearing. Even though the teacher
presented the idea, the decision was left up
to the students.

Remind teachers that the process for
deciding upon an issue can set the tone
for the entire experieirce. If the teacher selects

the issue, students might not be very inter-
ested in it unless it is relevant to them or
they see why it is important.'!7hen students
pick the issue, the teacher needs to help them
choose one they can take on with some
measr[e of success: one that coincides with
their capabilities and resources. ln either case,

students need to make an invesrment in
their problem. Ultimately, they will realize
that they, like the "experts," have valuable
insights to contribute to addressing the
problem.

Step 2: Defining the Problem

Although the ultimate aim of problem solving
is coming up with a solution, the problem-
definition phase is extremely important;
good solutions require a solid understand-
ing of the problem. Until students have
experience, they may have trouble focusing
on the problem definition. Instead, they'll
want to get to work on a solution. They
may find it frustrating not knowing what
to do next and being asked to "stay off
of solutions" in order to pursue a more sys-
tematic analysis. Stress to teachers that this
step is necessary and should not be slighted
for the more glamorous steps of choosing
a solution and taking action.

Teachers will know the problem is well-
defined and understood if the students can:

-identify the organizations and groups with
an interest in it,

Warkshop Resource Manual
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What does the teacher need to play these roles?

-explain how those groups perceive the
problem and what assumptions they made
about it,

-identify the values and social interests
that sustain the groups' involvement
in the issue,

-identify their own interests and concerns
about the problem or issue, and

-understand the issue well enough to be

able to frame it in several ways based on
different assumptions and perspectives.l

The process of defining the problem
will ultimately require gathering information
from several resources, clarifying biases,
challenging asswnptions, and thinking criti-
cally about the consequences. Because it
involves so many skills and rypes of activities,
this unit includes more information on these
skills on page 18 and in the suggested work-
shop activities on strategies questioning
(Activity 5) and survey design (Activity 6).

You won't have time to go through
the problem-definition process thoroughly
in your workshop, but you can give the
teachers practice in defining an issue based
on the criteria aboye. Activity 4 provides
one option using a case study. Teachers need
to experience some of the things they will
be asking of their students-this will stretch
their own abilities to define complex issues.

ff.y,ffi,Eftfi *t:Effi:.,;i;'.;,
fi$ffi ,Fffi***:iderltlfuiffi . :, .,i
choose critical issues to explore.
$.t d .Itl:#st*i 

rtEt,::,ii,,;s.*6ffi .s, "msrffi 
iEn*irdhi 

;',.,.,.* l;i$ffiffiu*ffi,mffi:
effifrtic :sfta .ffiffi,ffi|i,r.i:,,,
. cfi , h ,*fi ffi 1ffi .Ii.,
&rf.,Co n 

,Anr.ftCr.r.:;.:r;
altwod<,and used the infon
tna * ft ,e.ffi liuh,ffi 

. g,,,,f|!eri,i.i
of interest and importance.

Step 3: Searching for Solutions
Searching for solutions involves understanding
alternative views and the range of altemative
solutions. It requires time to understand
the scope of a problem and to experiment
with several solutions. It means encouraging
great creativity and then going back to the
definition stage to learn more about what
that solution mrght entail. This often happens
by giving examples and exchanging ideas.

For example, one seventh grade student
could only think of fivo ways to answer the
teacher's challenge to write "one million"
as many ways as possible. In her mind, you
could write it in numbers or letters. A quick
peek at her neighbor's page, however. revealed
the fraction r.000.000/r. and in a flash of insight
an infnite number of solutions appeared
in her mind.

Approach)ng Enviranmental /ssu--s rn fhe C/assroom



We often become "stuck" when we
can't see other solutions. Examples, analo-
gies, and practice can help build the skills
for creative thinking. Teachers may encour-
age students to move from searching to
defining several times as more information
leads students to consider new potential
solutions. Students may also develop a per-
sonal vision of how the issue can be resolved
and negotiate a consensus view of the future
with classmates. This provides students
with an opportunity to imagine what kind
of future they would like with regard to this
issue, and how they can work toward it.
This can also be a powerful way to work
at the problem definition.

Searching for solutions can occur at Nvo
levels: identifying broad solutions to an issue
(such as international agreements to reduce
CFC production) and identifying solutions
to which the class can contribute (publiciz-
ing names of auto shops that reclaim auto-
mobile air conditioning fluids). In both cases,

students can gather and generate ideas from
things they've read, people they've talked
with, and their own good thinking.

'Workshop activities that demonstrate
how teachers might give students new ideas
about solutions are "Hosting a Mini-Forum"
(Activity 7) and "Using Success Stories"
(Activiry 8). The latter can be used in con-
junction with "The Action Matrix" (Activity
9) to help students analyze the solutions
they generate.

Step 4: Evaluating Options
Once students identify a range of solutions,
teachers can help them consider the con-
straints and possibilities of each and the
values and interests they serve. Here are
some questions you can provide to teachers
to direct this process.

- \X/hat are the values and interests served
by each solution?

-'What possible outcomes does each solu-
tion hold?

- For each solution, what constraints might
stand in the way of the desired outcome?

- Is the solution win-win or win-lose?

- Does the solution directly relate to the
problem as the students defined it?

- To which solutions could the class make
a meaningful contribution?

- V{hat resources and time would be required?
Remind teachers that, at this point,

their role is to support their students in the
evaluation process. One method is to pro-
vide a structure for evaluating the options.
For instance, the teacher's questions can
guide written work, small group discussions,
and oral reports. Another form of support
is encouragement. Remind teachers that
answering these questions can be hard
work----even many adults have not learned
how to evaluate solutions well. Imagery
through examples is also helpful. Finally,
teachers should give students adequate time
and explain that it takes practice to learn
to evaluate solutions.

In your workshop, we recommend that
you take time to enter and discuss this pro-
cess with participants. You can use the ques-
tions above to analyze several solutions that
your participants brainstorm to a local
problem, or you can use Activity 4. Again,
teachers should experience what their stu-
dents will do so that they can better under-
stand how to support them in the process.

Step 5: Taking Action
Thking action has to do with understanding
what types of changes are possible to resolve
the problem, how one can conffibute to
these changes, and, if appropriate, doing
so. The five steps each involve different
skills. For instance, the problem-definition
step requires critical reflection and analysis;
identifying and evaluating solutions involves
looking at possible outcomes; taking action
involves students in bringing certain possi-
bilities to life.

Teachers and students can be involved
in the action-taking step in personal, educa-
tional, or political ways. You can increase
teachers' understanding of the breadth of
possibilities by using these examples to give
them some imagery.

Students can share what thqt learned
witb otbers.In an Ohio school, students
prepared presentations for the students and
teachers in their building. In a Tennessee
school, students created lessons to teach
younger students about issues. In Maine,
students designed a rainforest museum,
taking members of the public through it
to educate them about rainforest issues.

Warkshop Resource Manual



Stwd.ents can make personal commitments
to contribute to a solution. In one class,
the teacher and all the students each made
personal pledges to change one aspect
of their lifestyles for the environment and
shared their pledges with each other. It can
be tricky to choose changes that students
can make; it may not be appropriate for
students to cornmit their parents to making
changes!

Students can help otber organizations
work toward environmental change by
raising money, distributing flyers, putting
up posters, or surveying the community.
The League of 'Women Voters, citizen
action groups (for example, one of the
Public Interest Research Groups), nature
centers, Audubon Society chapters, or
extension offices may have good ideas
for projects in your area.

Studcn* can conduct direct aciion proiects
in their school or community with assistance
from teachers. There is a diverse and grow-
ing list of success stories (see "Resources" )

from all parts of the country. Students have
monitored the quality of the water in local
waterways, set up school recycling and
composting programs, testified at state hear-
ings, made recommendations to town coun-
cils and school committees, petitioned for
new town ordinances, and set up hazardous
waste collection centers. These projects are
only possible after students have worked
through all four previous steps of the prob-
lem-solving process.

The following guidelines are especially
useful for teachers involved in community-
based action projects. You may want to re-
produce them as a handout, post them on
the wall, or ask teachers to develop their
own list of guidelines.

- Allow students to "own" the process as

much as possible. Ask them what they
need and how you can help. Make state-
ments like "Have you considered . . ."
rather than just issuing directions.

- As much as possible, let students facilitate
meetings and decisions. Use the action
project as an opportunity for them to
Iearn and practice key organizing skills.

- Encourage students to consider who
might disagree with them, and ask these
people to speak to them. Listen to their
concerns and consider them while solu-
tions are being evaluated.

- Introduce students to new resources.
Ask them if they would like a teacher's
assistance in retrieving those resources.

- Realize that students are not always real-
istic about time.'When they identify a
project, help them think through the tasks
and responsibilities involved.

- Remember that the process is as impor-
tant as the product. Students with a nar-
row view of success may have quite a
few disappointments in store. If you give
them time to work through differences
of opinion, the groups' efforts will be
stronger.'!7hat 

if the personal, educational, or
direct-action approaches dont seem appro-
priate for a particular group? The teacher
can still use other strategies: providing imag-
ery about how students could take action,
sharing information about adult and youth
groups that have taken action to effect change,
or having the class offer support to estab-
lished groups working to effect change.

The best way to support teachers in the
action step is to help them identify a number
of methods for addressing solutions in the
classroom. The "Action Matrixr" Activity 9,
is one way to provide this imagery: it gives
students stories and a strucflre within which
to discuss them. Merely handing them out
isn't enough.

However teachers choose to accomplish
it, the action step is a powerful way to move
students' feelings about critical environmen-
tal issues from hopelessness or despair to
hope and possibility. Young people can be
influenced by simply knowing there are
adults and other youth working to solve
problems and create positive change. Teach-
ers have a responsibility not to leave young
people in despair about their future. The
action step also lends itself to the ultimate
goal of EE: learning how to participate in
resolving environmental issues.

Remind teachers to consider who
should make the decision about what type
of action to take. There are times when
it is appropriate for teachers to start with
a particular outcome in mind. ln many cases,

however, students feel more invested when
they can participate in selecting the action.
The suggestions made for selecting an issue
to study (page 8) can be applied to selecting
an action to take.

Approaching Enviranmental lssues l, the C/assroom



Suggestions for Presenting the
Five-Step Prccess

The Five-Step Process is useful to teachers
because it outlines the complete problem-
solving process and can help them envision
what part or parts of it they would like to
use. Such an introduction is possible whether
you are offering a short or long workshop.
If you have the luxury of a one- or two-day
workshop, we highly encourage activities
that illustrate the steps.

You might feel as though some of the
activities are contrived because your group
won't have the time actually required to
complete each step, but don't worry. S7hen
these activities have been used in workshops,
teachers have said they appreciated getting a

sense of the entire process. They commented
that it was important to "be a student" and
see what parts were difficult and in what
ways. By doing so, they could anticipate how
to support their students when difficulty
arose. Some teachers found that by walking
through the entire process, they found

themselves becoming more willing to work
on steps with which they were not initially
comfortable. It could be worthwhile men-
tioning these points to teachers before you
begin.

It is also useful to remind teachers that
their rationales for being involved with issues

can often direct them to a strategy for teach-
ing about issues. And some strategies will
not use all five steps in the problem-solving
process. For example, if a teacher wants stu-
dents to understand the issue but not develop
action-taking skills, an issue-investigation
strategy developed around Step 2 may be
more appropriate. If teachers are drawn to
the idea of providing hope, you might sug,
gest using case studies of successful strategies
for solving environmental problems. And
if teachers have committed the time and
energy to empowering students by working
on solutions, you will want to direct them
to action-taking and skill-building programs.
The next section discusses ways to introduce
these options in a workshop. V4rat is impor-
tant to note here is that there are a variety
of ways teachers can approach issues.

Warkshop Resource Manual



Classroom Approaches
To Environmental Issues

s wE MENTIoNeo in the previous section, there are a yarreqy of effective
ways to approach environmental and controversial issues in the
classroom. Dealing with environmental issues in a classroom set-

ting doesn't necessarily result in students taking fl ambo y ant citrzen
action or picketing ciry hall. In fact, time constraints, lack of resources, and the
institutional climate may make such efforts very difficult for many teachers.
Some evidence suggests that analyzing stories and case studies, conducting
interviews, and debating issues and solutions can be as effective at building
students' broad understanding of issues and possible solutions as having the
class take on a full-scale action project.2

Your overview of the Five-Step Process may include many variations
that will help teachers realize the diverse ways to incorporate environmental
issues into the classroom. This section provides grcater detail on three styles of
teaching about issues: "Exploring Issues," "Understanding Solutions," and
"Making it Happen." Although teachers could employ any of these teaching
approaches and utilize all five steps in the problem-solving process, each
approach tends to emphasize one or two phases of the process. Each is
explained below in the context of these 6ve steps and the activities in the back
of this unit.

Although they are distinguished from one anotheq the various ap-
proaches often overlap and can reinforce one another. Choosing among these
approaches is a decision that teachers must make for themselves based upon
the needs of the students, educational goals, the institutional climate, and
teacher experience and confidence. Many of the activities included here give
teachers a taste of these different teaching approaches and an opportuniry to
discuss whether these techniques will work in their situations. In addition,
many of the stories in Getting Started: A Classroom Guide to Bringing
Enuir onm ental Edu cation lnt o Your Clas sr o om lllustrate how teachers engage

their students in one of these approaches; these might make good examples for
your workshop.

Approaching Enviranmental /ssues i, the C/assroom
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1. Exploring lssues

The focus of this approach is defining the
issue or problem. Students may or may
not choose the issue, but they will identify
the concerned parties and the multiple per-
spectives from which those parties view the
problem. Gathering resources, studying, dis-
cussing, debating, and role playing are the
activities most corrrrnonly used to increase
students' understanding of an issue. Resources
can include textbooks, but more commonly
helpful are sources that students may consider
"realr" such as articles from periodicals and
newspapers, media, and local citizens.

Activity 4 might be useful to teachers
who select the issue-exploration approach.
There are also a number of other resources
and techniques. Some of them continue the
Five-Step Process by engaging students in
activities that practice searching or evalua-
tion skills. You might want to introduce
teachers to these materials and ideas in your
workshop. Following are several resources
to demonstrate or make available to teachers.

1A. National Geographic Kids Network
This computer- and telecommunications-
based science program is for fourth through
sixth graders. Students investigate new ideas
and exchange in{ormation with students
around the world. There are six units on
basic issues: acid rain, weather, water, trash,
food, and energy. Teachers register to be in-
volved during a certain period of the school
year, when they will be able to interact with
students at other locations. Students collect
data, then analyze and communicate their
findings to others around the world. (See

"Resources" for details.)

18. Opposing Mewpoints-A Technique
for Understanding lssues
A number of texts encourage debate by
focusing on pairs of dissenting voices in
the popular media. Accompanying teacher
guides offer activities. discussion questions,
and test items. Educators can find their own
opposing viewpoint articles for discussion
of other topics or ask students to do the
same. One disadvantage to this approach
is that it tends to frame issues in terms
of two seemingly intractable "sides" when,
in realiry few issues are so simple. Often,
the impulse is to reconcile the two sides,
which may yield limited answers.

Educators may want to go beyond
the debate format to explore the authors'
underlying assumptions. The "Heated
Controversy" activity (in the "Integrating
Environmental Education Into the School
Curriculum" unit of the Workshop Resource
Manual) provides a sample of the types
of questions you might explore with teachers
who have two different written opinions
about an issue (in this case, global warming).
Taking Sldes, described in "Resources" is
a source of conflicting views for secondary
students.

WarkshaD Resource l\lanual
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lC. lnvestigating and Evaluating
Envilonmental lssues and Actions
This widely-known resource in EE3 includes
six modules on issue-investigation skills and
techniques. Developed by Harold Hunger-
ford and his colleagues, it identifies skills
needed for environmental literacy and
systematically leads students through an
investigation process in which they practice
them. Although it builds an understanding
of action-taking, this program's primary
emphasis is on developing research and
issue-analysis skills. Activity 6. demonstrates
how teachers can review questionnaire con-
struction and data analysis with students.

1D. Student lnvestigation Prcjects
This approach can use the same activities
explained in Inuestigating and Eualuating
F.nuironmental Issues and Actions, with stu-
dents choosing their own issues to explore
and understand and then considering poten-
tial action strategies (see "Resources").

2. Understanding Solutions

This approach to teaching about issues
emphasizes the skills that are used during
the Search and Evaluation steps of problem
solving. Although it is difficult to isolate
these steps from the rest of the procedure,
there are two teaching techniques that help
teachers focus on these skills with their stu-
dents. One uses the power of narrative, in
the form of stories or case studies, to create
imagery about solutions; the other uses the
Issues Forum process to help students dis-
cuss and evaluate several solutions.
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2A. Using Success Stories
Few of us would argue about the power of
stories to build our understanding of places
we'll never see, like Narnia or the Starship
Enterprise. Similarly, true stories are central
to how we come to understand our own
world. A thoughtful, concerted effort to
bring environmental issues into the classroom
can use case studies, newspaper articles,
first-hand accounts, and literature. It can
expose students not only to the issues them-
selves but to different ways of approaching
them, people andorgaruzations that make
solutions happen, and the complications
they overcome as they do so.

Success stories are one way of giving
students positive images of environmental
problem solvers. Unlike other environmen-
tal awareness techniques, this one is not
likely to overwhelm students with the com-
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plexity and vastness of doomsday predic-
tions. The stories offer positive imagery that
engenders an optimistic yet realistic belief:
that rypical citizens can indeed make things
better. As used here, success srories can run
the gamut from the folk tale or myth to
a local newspaper article. These glimmers
of possibilities are examples of perseverance,
concern, and commitment; they provide
hopeful images that are often absent in stu-
dents' lives.

Success stories can be found in the
newspaper, magazines, textbooks, TV
shows, and even some catalogues! They
show up everywhere once one starts to
look. Some of the best stories come from
other educators. To the extent that you can
suppolt informal networks of teachers or
make stories available to teachers, you will
have offered a service. Activities 8 and 9
help demonstrate how stories can be used
in the classroom and then analyzed and
evaluated.

28, National and Envircnmental lssues
Forums NIF and EIF)
Designed to encourage a "shared" exami-
nation of issues, the National Issues Forums
and Environmental Issues Forums allow
people to talk about aspects of an issue and
its solutions that concern them. Issue books
provide background on specific issues and
lay out possible approaches to solving them.
After the advantages and disadvantages of
solutions are discussed, the structure ofthe
choices makes it possible for participants
to understand the values that underlie the
preferences.

Primarily intended for communiry groups,

the NIF and EIF process also functions well
in the secondary classroom. Materials and
training on how to run a forum or study
group are also available, with the NIF empha-
sizing social issues such as drugs, crime, inter-
national aid, and energy use; and EIF build-
ing a series of environmental issues, including
solid waste, wetlands, and biodiversity (see

"Resources"). Activity 7, provides some
suggestions for intncducing this technique in
your workshop.
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3. Making lt Happen

One of the basic premises of EE hinges
on the importance of people-students and
citizens-who are involved with and con-
tributing to issues and decisions that have
an impact on their lives. All of these teach-
ing techniques contribute to this premise.
Students, however, might want to take that
ultimate step: taking action to make their
proposal areality. 

'!7hen 
students enter

Step Five of the problem-solving process
and work to take action to help resolve the
problem, they often find that their initial
idea is not perfect. They need to reassess

the solution, collect additional information,
or understand a different aspect of the
problem. Thus. more than rhe other rypes
of teaching approaches, these examples
involve cycling back to the previous three
steps in the problem-solving process and
trying it again.

The description of action-taking as

part of Step Five (page 10) should make
a useful reference for teaching approaches
in this category. The following resources
involve students in and out of the class-
room on community-based projects, with
an explicit focus on trying to effect change.
The NAAEE monograph on environmentai
problem solvinga describes the ways practi-
tioners teach problem-solving and action-
taking skills as well as the models proposed
by educators (notably Hungerfordt lnuesti-
gating and Eualwating lssues and Action,
Stapp's Action Research and Community
Problem Soluing, and the views of two
other prominent environmental educators,
Bill Hammond and Ian Robottom).

Eramples of how teachers have
helped students take action can be found
in Getting Started: A Gwide for Bringing
Enuironmental Edwcation Into Yowr Class-
room and Inuoluing Your Students in Enui-
ronmental Action Projects: An Educator's
Guide, a new guidebook produced by
Project WILD. (See Resource Section.)

3A. Action Taking:
The Student Perspective
Barbara Lewis' The Kid's Guide to Social
Action is full of activities, worksheets, sto-
ries and descriptive how-to's for kids (and
teachers) wanting to change something
in their communities. It includes guidelines
for conducting telephone interviews, attract-

ing media attention, even writing grant pro-
posals. A number of the examples have an
environmental focus, which helps learners
address community issues they can witness
first-hand.

38. Action Research and
Gommunity Problem-Solving
This approach to environmental issues
incorporates some of the theory of action
research and the practical knowledge of
communiry problem solving. It has been
developed and applied internationally by
\X/illiam Stapp. His educational framework
underpins the efforts of the Global Rivers
Environmental Education Network
(GREEN), which links water-monitoring
programs all over the world.

The action research theory emphasizes
the empowering role of the learner as action
taker and the necessity of spiraling back
to an evaluation and search phase. Teachers
may find the counterpart to the students'
investigation an interesting twist: their
exploration of their own teaching style and
interaction with students. A manual written
by Stapp and his students helps to explain
this process.

3C. The Monday Grcup
Bill Hammond, in Fort Myers, Florida, has
developed a process, with rules and proce-
dures, for teaching environmental problem-
solving skills. This process involves high
school students in a course that meets t\,vo
days a month. Students choose an issue
to explore, collect information, design an
action plan, and practice the skills they need
to carry out the action successfully (whether
that be interviewing elected officials or lob-
bying them); they continue to work on the
issue until success is achieved. Descriptions
of this process are available in Project
!7ILD's Activity Guide, Enuironmental
Problem Soluing, and other resources.
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Skills for Students and Teachers

o MATTER v/IIAT AppRoACH a teacher decides to take with environ-
mental issues, there are key skills that students need to develop
in order to gatfi athorough understanding of an issue. These skills
become even more necessary if a class is engaged in active problem

solving or action-taking. This section outlines those skills. It also outlines the

characteristics of effect:e teachers of environmental issues. If your workshop
participants have completed their skill assessment (Activity 2),they may guide
you to the types of skills they would like to practice and develop. This
description may help you communicate to them the ideal skills. Some of
the resources listed at the end of this unit are excellent sources for developing
these skills.

Students will apply many skills to any undertaking with environmental
issues: resource gathering skills, organizational skills, writing skills. Teachers

regularly emphasize these skills. However, several other skills are often left out
of the curriculum. To be thoughtfully involved in environmental issues,

everyone in the classroom needs to be able to make decisions, facllitate group
work, think critically, and manage conflict.

Decision Making Skills
'W'hether 

selecting an issue to study, a project
to undertaket or an action step to initiate,
decision making is used. There are many
ways to make group decisions: majority
rule, two-thirds majoriry consensus, com-
puter selection, secret ballot, options pulled
out of a hat, etc. Different decision-making
techniques suit different situations, and
students need to learn how to discern which
would be best.

For example, one class needed to decide
who would get to do a particular interview.
After identifying the criteria for selecting
two students to perform the interview, any
students who wanted to could "run." Because

many students were running, the students
chose majority rule as the decision-making
technique, with a secret ballot so no one's
feelings would be hurt. The class asked the
teacher to count the votes, announce who
won, and not indicate how many votes each
student received. In another situation, the

same class selected consensus as a decision-
making technique. Their project involved
donating a sizable amount of money to any
non-profit organization dedicated to rain-
forest issues. The students felt it was such
an important decision that they wanted
everybody to feel good about it, thus-
the consensus model.

Stress to your workshop participants
that students wont get better at decision
making without practice. It is a skill improved
through experience.

It's also worthwhile to remind people
of the multitudinous ways in which decisions
can be made. You could create a quick, fun,
and illustrative example of different decision-
making techniques in your workshop. How
about asking the teachers how long they
would like to have for lunch and how they
would like to decide? Generate a long list
of ways to make the decision and let them
try two or three of them. (The list on page
8 includes several.)

Workshap Resource Manual



Facilitation Skills
Calling a group together, seating people
in an arrangement conducive to hearing,
making sure everybody who has something
to contribute gets that opportuniry keeping
the group focused, guiding the group
through decision-making steps-these are
all facilitation skills. Even upper-elementary
students can learn to facilitate discussions
and group meetings. Allowing students
to practice these skills not only prepares
them for adult life, but also gives them
more ownership of the learning process.
Students learn facilitation skills from good
modeling by the teacher and from opportu-
nities to practice.

You might recommend that a teacher
let students know that they will eventually
facilitate group meetings and therefore
should observe the teacher carefully, because
the teacher will be modeling the skills. After
a week or so, teachers should choose a few
students who are likely to do a good job.

As the year or project goes on, allow
other srudents to facilitate, but always let
them know that teachers are there to help
if they feel they need it.

As a workshop leader, you may want
to point out the moments when you are
making decisions as a facilitator so they
can begin to recognize the process. (Teach-
ers can also follow this process with their
students.) Tell participants why you have
the room set up the way you do. Note
when you are reiterating what a person
said or synthesizing a few ideas. Let them
know when you are making a decision
about how long a discussion should last.
Some workshop leaders identify a special
place in the room where they will stand
when they are making comments about
process or facilitation (under the light,
beside the sink, in the square delineated
by masking tape on the floor). Facilitation
happens in a thousand little ways; share
them. Another unit in theWorkshop Resource
Manwa| "Developing Effective'Workshops,"
includes a section on facilitation skills and
how workshop leaders might practice them.

Critical Thinking Skills
In the process of analyzing and defining
environmental issues, students are going to
encounter differing opinions and conflicting
information. Environmental issues are com-
plex; even adults have a difficult time know-
ing how to respond. One good place for
students to begin is by learning to identify
what is an accepted fact and what is a per-
sonal opinion-practicing with articles
they read is one method. As they expand
their information searches, they can differ-
entiate between fact and opinion in films,
visual materials, and information gathered
in interviews. If you are covering this skill
in your workshop, you could provide an
article that has a healthy mix of fact and
opinion and give teachers an opportunity
to practice.

Students are also bound to come
across materials produced by groups that
have a stake in the issue being studied.
For example, a fast food restaurant might
have a video or kit describing its recycling
program. Such materials are often polished'
and convincing, so you should help teachers
critically reflect on them. Here are a few
questions teachers can use to guide students:

- "How did this material make me feel?
V4rat about it contributed to this feeling?"

- "What facts were provided?"

- "Are these in keeping with other informa-
tion I have gathered from other sources?
If not, how do I know which is accurate?
How could I find out?"

- "Did the materials make assumptions?
If so, are those assumptions accurate?"

- "'What is the purpose of this video or
material?'$7hat do the producers want
me to believe?'lfhat do I believe?"

If you can find a good example
of propaganda to share with the teachers
in your workshop, you could discuss the
above questions as a group.

Appraaching Environmental /ssues ln ihe C/assroom



Guidelines for ResoMng Gonflictss

-Say how you feet, Talk about how you are {eeling and how the problem has
affected you, without maklng remarks about the other person.
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- Clarify and repeat exactly what people will do to create change. Be speCif ic.
Get agreement.

Gonflict Management Skills
Addressing environmental issues usually
entails a group effort and requires dealing
wirh rhe emotional, even contentious con-
cerns people have. In schools that emphasize
student communication skills and general
conflict management, students may already
be somewhat able to work through or pre-
vent heated conflicts regarding environmen-
tal issues. If that emphasis is not in piace,
teachers and students might need to concen-
trate on conflict management skills for a

while. Being able to manage conflict and
build on others' ideas are at the center of a
well-functioning group. Therefore, corunu-
nication skills (such as active listening, giving
constructive feedback, and knowing how to
be an active team member) are critical.

There are numerous conflict-resolution
and mediation curricula available to teach-
ers and students; some are described in the
"Resources" section at the end of this unit.
Although they don't directly address envi-
ronmental issues, the strategies and tech-

niques they cover are useful. In the box
above are some of the basics that you could
demonstrate, role play, or help teachers
practice in a workshop.

Many of the conflicts that will arise
in classrooms will relate to strong differ-
ences in opinion about an issue. Particularly
in situations where famiiy livelihoods are
based on resource use, conflicts can become
emotional and heated. Teachers can con-
tribute greatly to sefting a respectful tone
in the class. They can remind students that
differences in opinion on the issue are to
be expected-that such differences are
a part of life and that their challenge will
be to learn to handle those differences in
a respectful manner. Too often, conflict is
seen as a problem that should be avoided,
when in actuality it is a normal part of life.
'Sfhat counts is how conflicts are managed.
Teachers can actively create a classroom
setting in which differences of opinion can
become opportunities for learning.

WarkshaD Resource Manual



Char"actedstcs o-f,fifI iivC.,Ilgg{hersr,Of,,E nm6nH[,Isffi5,
lngeneral..,

Respect theirfeelings and. particularly with young people. err on the side of caution
resardine their emotions."-

- Consider your learners developmental needs.

- Create a learning proCeii in which students feel a sense of investment. ownership, and

empowerment. Consider how you can give some of your authority to students.

- Have a srpport system of people such as an admlnistrator, a colleague. interested
parents. or community members.

- Ae enthuiiaitiC yourself about the learning process, the project the students are doing,
and life in general! lt's catching.

As you develop an issues approrch...

,.. ilane,wClL,+r:timta ,coals,and,arti.ofrl:ec,..Encour?.ge]flarents,and.others'to,vbiae:thgial
questions ahd concerns

Solicit i iriii eitort to look for answers.

. ta;;i a;itiplA'Ftisfi;;trrur. i*p1o,. *"u"pr ,uie*e ron'a+aiy *lil*'CI 
" 

aliis*tamU*t . .i'

-,,(now;yo*ise-f' Be,awaig of voui own feelings andro.pihions:about,an,!tsue;,EE h,l0a5,',,,,,,

about whether concerns are your students' Or your own. lf you decide to express your
,., opinion,s. on.,Jn.istr"rir,.make,it clear to yqlr tearneig,lhat'thi.sr:i1,rffpei$ohal,14iew.and.l

that it is okay if other people Oisagree (even some of your students).

.-,,Ari"*,Ji:#[*anii[ Ue *fi*i +a iatrrel,**",otiti,ii*a, irat'1iiu*tne*i[+,+eanfit,.,
ing piocess.

Gharacteristics of Effective
Teachers of Envircnmental
lssues

The teachers in your workshops will also
use many of the skills just described. They
r,vill be responsible for facilitating a thought-
ful and enlightening process for addressing
environmental issues. Participants in past
rvorkshops have generated the following
guidelines for teachers of environmental
issues. You might post the guidelines above
on newsprint, distribute them as a handout,
or ask participants to critique them or gen-
erate their own.

Approaching Enviranmental /ssues in the C/rssroom



Common Barriers and
How to Circumvent Them

Structural Barriers

"Tlte school year isn't long mowgh
to couer the text and address issues."
Teachers can use the text to suggest
topics and expand from there. It is true
that in-depth research and action projects
are time-consuming endeavors. However,
teachers find that engaging in such projects
reinforces skills and information they were
covering in their texts. In addition, issues can
be addressed through less time-consuming
approaches such as reading and studying
a problem or exploring success stories.

*My class periods are too short
and there's no time to plan."
Teachers have three alternatives: covering
issues in small steps over several months;
asking students to explore an issue after
school (their motivation may be greater if
they have chosen the issue); and, most diffi-
cult but potentially most valuable, restruc-
turing the school day through team teaching
or occasional double periods.

"I don't haue rebuant mateials
for teacbing about issues."
The resource list in this unit is a start; there
are also local materials from many environ-
mental organizations and natural resource
agencies. Some of the most interesting les-
sons pair opposing, one-sided publications
from, for example, industry and Greenpeace.
(To learn about some effective but less tradi-
tional educational resources, see "Using
Community Resources," another unit in
the Worksbop Resource Manual.)

HERE ARE NUMERoUS BARRIERS that teachers face, or think they will
face, when bringing environmental issues into their curricula and
classrooms. Although barriers will vary from individual to individ-
ual, some are more corilnon than others. Teachers attending a

workshop on addressing environmental issues identified the following barriers
and ways to resolve them.

Personal Concerns as Barriers

"I don'tknou enough."
You can provide background resources,
workshops, and experiences to increase
teachers'confidence. You mrght also concen-
trate on helping them feel more comfortable
when they don't know the answers; they
will be exploring with their students and
simply facilitating the process of learning.

"PArents and community members
might not approue."
Teachers need adminisrrative support to
face community disapproval. School district
goals of teaching responsible citizenship
are often useful rationales for exploring
issues. Beyond that, teachers need to pay
careful attention to the controversy and
provide equal treatment for all sides.
You can stress this point by emphasizing
the Five-Step Process.

*This is a new way of teacbing for me."
Teaching environmental issues well may
stretch teachers to teach in ways they haven t
and, particularly with action projects, may
require that they evaluate their roles and
adapt them to be more learner-centered.
This can be uncomfortable and threatening.
This kind of change requires more than just
information about how to do it-it requires
peer support and feedback to build needed
skills and confidence. Offer follow-up support
for a workshop on issues! (See "Designing
Effective'Workshops" in the Worksh op
Resowrce Manual.)

WorKshap Resource Manual



Support Barriers
*My pincipal doesn't suppon this type
of education."
It may not be advisable to encourage teach-
ers to go against their administration, even
if their rationale is solidly grounded in the
school district objectives. You might consid-
er offering a workshop for administrators,
inviting teachers to bring their administra-
tor, or bringing some illustrious speakers
on education reform to your region. You
might even mount a campaign with letters
to the local newspaper decrying the state
of local education, in which students can't
learn about environmental issues.

"Ivly colleagues aren't suPporthte."
Make sure that the participants in your
workshop leave with each others'names
and addresses. They may become each
others' best support group.

As a facilitator, you won't be able to
find solutions to each participant's barriers.
However, you can provide them with "the
gift of time" to identify, analyze,and develop
strategies for overcoming the barriers they
will face as individuals. 

'Without 
taking time

to do this, the barriers may quickly stand
in the way of good ideas coming to fruition,
even for enthusiastic and willing teachers.
Activity 3 offers a process for helping teach-
ers identify their barriers and generate solu-
tions to overcome them.

Approdching Envtronmental issues ln the Ciassroom



\Workshop Activities and Masters:
Approaching Issues

The importance of issues in the
classroom-how would you
explain this to a visitor from the
South Pacific?

HESE'fi/oRKSHop ACTIVITTES offer starting points for facilitators
who want to empower teachers to introduce, discuss, and act on
issues with their students. 

'We 
don't know what issues will be appro-

priate to your audience, so the activities offered here deal with skills
and approaches rather than action. You will need to help teachers find resources
and information on specific issues in other places (see, for example, the
"Resources" section here, and two other V/orkshop Resource Manual units:
"Integrating Environmental Education Into the Curriculum" and "Using
Community Resources " ).

The first three activities focus on the value of dealing with issues and
help teachers anticipate what they will need to incorporate issues into their
teaching. Related activities are offered in other units of the Wo,rk shop Resource
Manual: "Defining Environmental Education" and "Integrating Environmen-
tal Education Into the School Curriculum."

@ euiHing A Rationale @ Or.,-oming Barriers

@ Wfr"t Skills Do I Need?

An examination of what students
and teachers need to effectively
engage issues and solve problems.
Useful as a needs assessment for
the participants and the facilitator.
Includes Master 1 (a handout
on skills) and Master 2 (a needs
assessment).

Considers the real and perceived
obstacles to dealing with issues

in the classroom, and guides teachers
in generating ideas for overcoming
them.

Warkshap Resau rce Ma nu al



Q Strategic Questioning
A Iarge or small group exercise intro-
ducing a scheme for addressing the
feelings and ideas that can be focused
on solving environmental problems.
Master 6 describes strategic question-
ing families.

@ Sr.r.v Design and Analysis
Small groups practice using surveys,
and discuss ways of improving ques-
rions to elicit bemer informarion.
Includes Master 7, which is a sample
survey, and Master 8, a tallying tool.

An activity that offers several engag-
ing examples of success stories, and
helps teachers develop criteria for
what makes an interesting story.
Includes sample stories on Masters
9,10,and 11 and discussion ques-
tions on Master 12.

The Action Matrix: a Tool
for Analyzing lssues
A systematic approach to discovering
the range of possible solutions to
environmental problems. Instructions
for teachers are provided on Master
13 and a blank Matrix is provided
in Master 14.

The final three activities that will help you show teachers what they
could do in their classrooms if they choose one of the three approaches to
addressing issues (see pages 1,3-1,7).These demonstrate techniques for involv-
ing students in their own investigations and are particularly useful in longer
workships or in workshops focused on a specific environmental activity.

@ nosting a Mini-Forum @ U"hg Success Stories

These three activities focus on specific skills teachers will need as

facilitators of students investigating issues.

Evaluating a Case Study;
the Problem of Finding
Solutions
Small groups analyze a case study,
weigh different perspectives (including
their own!) in defining an environ-
mental problem and devising options
for a solution. Master 3 is an over-
head of the S-Step Process; Master 4
provides questions about defining
issues; Master 5 is a matrix for evalu-
ating solutions.

An interactive exploration of an issue
from multiple perspectives and a pro-
cess for understanding them.

Approaching Enviranmental /ssues ln the C/assroom



Activity Q Building A Rationale

An icebreaker,

where participants

explain why they

believe students

should deal with

environmental

issues.

$!WPi&Wi"l'. ,,;, ,,.. .. . ..,: 
. ,

ffi.gei.to.k w.other.ffierrtr"b $'ir!ir:ii
,of; thel $fuu$; to 6dld. #,coflreti1i,e.....
SEflsb:$fip#Fo$b.in.explodftE.is5ues,

Matenals
Blacl<board and chalk or newsprint and
marl{ers.

Outline
I

Set the stage for a mini-simulation. Ask
the group to pretend their school is hosting
an international guest for a few days, as
a part of a community-wide global education
program. This particular guest, Mr. Eti,
is from'Western Samoa, a country with
a strong traditional approach to village life.
During his presentation, Mr. Eti asserts that
his school system does very well by teaching
youngsters to memorize information learned
from textbooks. By testing this knowledge,
the schools can identify those students who
will best survive university life in Australia
or New Zealand. The speaker has a difficult
time responding to audience questions about
how children learn about current issues or
problem-solving skills-why do these things
need to be taught? Furthermore, these are
concerns with which the village elders-
not young people wrestle. (Participants are
likely to have heard similar proclamations
from teachers in this country!)

Ask the participants to imagine that
during the reception afterward, they have
an opportunity to explain to Mr. Eti why
American teachers try to bring current
issues into the classroom.

OPtion 1

Keep participants in a large group. Ask
them to think for a moment about what
they would say to the Samoan educator,
and then make a list on newsprint of their
answers.

OPtion 2

Divide participants into small groups.
Give each group 15 minutes to generate
aresponse to the guest; then briefly outline
their responses for the entire group.

3

In a group discussion, pull together
their responses and point out reasons
that weren't mentioned (see pages 3-4
on rationale for teaching issues).

Workshap Resource Manual



Activity @ What Skills Do I Need?

A survey and activity

to (1) explain the

key skills needed

lo address environ-

mental problems

and (2) assess par-

ti c i pa nts' fa m i I ia r ity

with those skills.

$,bf,f iiirliiiiir.fiiii:ir:,,i..i;i'tiii:ririi.ii.iiri
ffi ia$d* r$k s.ddEdidi$it :t€liehii!!iiiii!i:
srud;*s ibbir't' enviro4pental, i*sues'

i" *ii* own needs; and to plin l

futureworkshops. ' '. 
l

Materiak ,, : -

Handouts fio* Mastets t and 2.

Timc 4|m;n,ries ,

Outline
1

Explain that using environmental issues

to teach students involves a range of skills,
including facilitation skills, that teachers
themselves need, plus problem-solving and
communication skills that teachers will
want to develop in their students. Although
teachers understand and apply many
of these skills, they may not have had the
opportunity to focus on where they have
strengths and weaknesses as they approach
issues in the classroom. (See pages 18-21
for additional descriptions of these skills.)

2

Distribute handouts from Master 1 and
ask participants to work in small groups
to discuss these questions:

- Do you address these skills in your
classroom?

- Do you teach these skills to students?

- What criteria might you use to decide
if you are successful in using or teaching
these skills?

3

Lead a group discussion about the criteria
that each group came up with and use these

questions if appropriate:

- Which are skills teachers use every day?

-'sfhich are areas in which teachers have
questions?

- Which skills might teachers want more
guidance, practice, and experience?

4

Distribute handouts from Master 2 and
ask each participant to complete the form.
(You may wish to adapt the needs assess-

ment form to address the rypes of skill-
building workshops and activities you can
offer or other skills that you think might
be needed by teachers in your area.)

5

Collect the forms. If this is a multiple-
session workshop, consider summarizing
the results to present to participants later.
Otherwise, conclude with a brief discussion
about what participants felt were their
greatest needs, and generate ideas for how
those needs might be met.

\__
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Master I Skills for Addrcssing
Environmental Issues

When teachers and students are asked to explain environmenial issues, they
often think in terms of knowledge-facts about why global climate is (or isn't)
changing; economic arguments for recycling; statistics that tie hazardous waste
to cancer. But solutions to environmental problems depend even more critically
on skills. Key skills needed by environmental problem solvers could be grouped
into four general categories.

Thinking Skills are used in three ways:

- To generate ideas. This creative component includes coming up with new ideas,
expanding possibilities, stretching the imagination.

* To clarify ideas. This analytic component enables teachers and learners
to detect bias, identify assumptions, and in general, pull apart ideas to
understand the pieces.

- To evaluate ideas. This is a critical thinking component. lt involves assessing
the reliability of one's information and inferring the consequences of alternative
ideas.

Problem Solving Skills follow a series of steps:

- Defining the problem. A critical phase of good problem solving. Developing
a shared definition of the problem is an essential first step. This involves analyz-
ing the issue and identifying the needs and concerns of all involved. ln addition
to clearly stating the problem, it is important to agree on what criteria have to
be met before the problem is considered "solved."

- Generating alternative solutions. A productive thinking phase, which involves
coming up with a range of possible solutions and expanding on them.

- Evaluating and choosing a solution. An assessment and decision-making
phase, which guides participants toward selecting an option that meets the
stated criteria and goals.

- lmplementing a solution and evaluating success. The "action-taking" phase,

in which those involved implement and then monitor their chosen approach.
The problem-solving effort may lead participants to discover complications,
and a need to rethink the problem and explore other options.

Activity 1, "Buildinga Ratianale" Work<hop Resource Mdnual: Appradchine fniltonmenlal lssue.



Grcup Process Skills include:

- Effective communication. The ability to write and speak clearly, and
to listen actively.

- Teamwork. Building on others' ideas and strengths. Givirrg constructive
and supportive feedback.

- Conf lict management. ldentifying and resolving friction between group
members.

Facilitation Skills help prepare leaders. Responsibilities of a group leader
include the following:

\-, - Keeping the discussion flowing smoothly and on target.

- Ensuring participation from all members.

- Helping the group complete tasks and make decisions.

Workshop Resource Manual: Apprcaching Envionmental lssues



Master p Prcblem-Solving Skills
Needs Assessment

How would you rate yourself on the following?

1=verl low ... 3=somewhat.... S=very high
x=l don't really know!

My comfort level
teaching these:

My personal

ability in:
My interest in
imprcving:

Thinking skills

-Generating ideas

-Clarifying ideas

-Evaluating ideas

12345x
12345x
12345x
12345x

72345x
12345x
72345x
12345x

12345x
12345x
L2345x
12345x

Problem-Solving

-Defining the problem

-Generating alternative
solutions

*Evaluating solutions

-Choosing a solution

-lmplementing a

solution

12345x
12345x

12345x
I2345x
12345x

I2345x

12345x
12345x

72345x
72345x
12345x

I2345x

72345x
12345x

12345x
12345x
I2345x

12345x

Group Prccess Skills

-Effective communication

-Giving feedback

-Building on others' ideas

-Conflict management

12345x
I2345x
12345x
12345x
12345x

I2345x
72345x
12345x
72345x
12345x

12345x
L2345x
I2345x
72345x
72345x

Facilitation Skills

-Keeping conversation
flowing

-Ensuri ng participation

-Helping group complete
task

72345x

12345x
L2345x

12345x

I2345x

12345x
12345x

12345x

I2345x

I2345x
12345x

12345x

Activity 1, "Building a Rationale" Workshop Resaurce Manual: Approaching Environmental lssues



Activity @ Overcoming Barriers

Small and large

group discussion

of the challenges

teachers anticipate

as they consider

addressing issues

with their students.

()brectraes :

To identify barriers to approaching
issues in schools; to develop and share

. ; i l. I I l

Milteridls
New$pfrnt Hd.ma&er{ftf ,:,

each group; pencil and papei

Ti?ne 40 minutes

Outline

1

Explain that in this activity, the group will
consider the barriers they anticipate as they
begin to address environmental issues with
their students. It may help to outline a
scenario. For example, you might suggest
to middle school social studies teachers that
they are planning a three-week unit on the
impact of a building development. W4rat
might keep them from following through
on the idea? \X/hat might keep them from
completing the planned unit once they get
started? 'W'hat concerns do they have?

2

In small groups, ask the teachers to list
barriers they imagine arising and rate
each barrier in terms of its impoftance.
You might have them organize their lists
by using the three categories suggested on
pages 22)3: structural barriers, personal
concerns, and support barriers. AIso ask
them to decide which items on their lists are
existing barriers, and which are perceived
or anticipated barriers. Asking teachers to
describe the barriers helps develop greater
understanding of them, and sets the stage
for considering how to overcome them.

3

Initiate a brief general discussion with ques-
tions such as:

- 'What 
are the most serious issues?

- 'Were there any barriers suggested that
you found surprising?

- t{/hat resources are available for over-
coming barriers?

- Are there obvious benefits to addressing
issues brought up in your discussions?

You might want to point out that the list
of personal concerns includes barriers that
they have control over, whereas the others
are not. For example, teachers may feel that
their lack of background in environmental
studies is a significant barrier. They do,
however, have control over what they learn.
They also have the option to go forward
without being experts and enter the process
in a learning mode with the students.

4

Ask each group to give its list of barriers
to another group. Now everyone is wrestling
with someone else's problems! Ask each
group to choose three barriers on the list
and identify several ways they might be
solved. Give them 15 minutes to discuss
these solutions, and then ask a representative
from each group to present the solutions
to the full group. You may offer a few sug-
gestions for overcoming barriers as you lis-
ten to each of the groups.

5

Lead a discussion after you've heard from
each group. If there are a few barriers that
seem particularly difficult to overcome, take
some time to brainstorm ideas as a whole
group, drawing on the experience of the
teachers as well as your own. Many teach-
ers have overcome significant barriers and
will have examples to share.

Approaching Enviranmental /ssues in the C/assroom



Activity @ Evaluatlng a Case Study: the Frcblem
of Finding Solutions

Small groups analyze

a case study, weigh

d iff e r e nt perspectlves

for defining an envi-

ronmental problem,

and devise options

for a solution.

Obje*iues

.ffi.pr ce,identi ! .411.,$$pect$.l
0f .a.UiiS*ue. *n ievaluatingipussibld
so.lytionsl to learn a process io use
wltn sru.lents.

Case study of an environmental
i$ue if perhaps. Mesfer.,!0 fi ,Han urs
and overheads of Masters 3, 4.
axo J.

ltme

4CI'ffiUte$t fff 1P@.Sne.pl s, 
: r r ri ri : r : : : :

30 minutes for Part Two.

Facilitator Prep

Choose a case study to provide teachers
with an environmental issue to analyze.
The case study should include information
on an environmental problem and some
clues about how different members of the
community are affected by it. If you choose
a local issue, you won't need to provide
as much detail, as the teachers will bring
their own knowledge into their discussions
of the issue.

Part One
Defining the lssue

1

Introduce the S-Step Process for Exploring
Issues (Master 3). In this activity, Step 1

of the 5-Step Process (choosing an issue) will
be done in advance* you will provide the
issue as a case study. The participants' role
will be to define the problems implied by
that issue, search for solutions, and evaluate
these options for solution (Steps 2-4).

2

Have the teachers form small groups and
hand out the case study. When they have
finished reading, distribute a handout
of Master 4. To complete this handout,
give the groups 20 minutes to (1) identify
the individuals, businesses, and organiza-
tions affected in the problem the case study
highlights, and (2) to suggest how these
"interested parties" will each experience
the problem.

3

Have a representative from each group
report its findings. Summarize the informa-
tion on an overhead chart of Master 4.
Lead the group in the following discussion
questions:

- \flhy did different small groups choose
different interested parties?

- \X/hat was difficult about defining
the issue?

- How did group members' own values
and biases come into play?

- 'What 
should be modified to use this

activity with students?

Part Two
Evaluating Options

4

As a large group, brainstorm a list of possi-
ble solutions to the issue in the case study.
(Provide time to read the case study again,
if necessary).

5

In small groups, have each group analyze
one of the solutions and fill out the Solution
ITorksheet (Handout/Overhead Master 5 ).

6

Have representatives from each group
report their ideas to the large group.
Fill in the matrix on an overhead of Master
5 as the groups repoft.

Watkshop Resautce Manual



As a large group, discuss the solutions and
the additional information students would
need to determine the "best" solution.
Ask participants to rank the solutions and
discuss the criteria that are guiding their
choices. \7hat values are assumed? -illhose

interests are judged most important?

a

So far, the group has worked toward a deci-
sion by weighing values. Making the best
decision also depends on understanding the
facts of the case. As a large group, discuss
the types of information needed to analyze
options. '$7hat resources are available to
obtain this information?

9

Consider strategies for adapting this activity
for participant's classrooms. What issues
would students find most engaging? How
could students collect information that
would enable them to evaluate their chosen
solutions?

Appraaching Environmental /ssues in fhe Ciassroom



Master p A s-Step Prccess
For Exploring lssues

1. Ghoose
an issue

2. Define a
problem for
that issue

3. Search for
solutions

5. Take action 4. Evaluate
options

\/

Activity 4, "Evaluating a Case Studr," Warkshap Resaurce lt4anual; Appraaching Enviranmental lssues
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Master p Evaluating Solutions \./

Solution for Analysis:

What values are served?

(fa i rness, eff iciency, productivity, etc.)

Whose needs arc met?

(Are there trade-offs? Can one solution work for all?)

What arc the positive effects?
(for the interested parties; for the environment)

\./

What arc the negative effects?

What grcups arc needed for implementation?

What arc barriers to the solution?
(pol iti ca l,zeconom i c,/cu ltural / praclical)

Activity 4, "Evaluating a Case Study' Warkshop Resource Manual: Approaching Enviranmental lssues



Activity @ Strategic Questioning

A large- or small-

group exercise

addressing the feel-

ings and questlons

that can be focused

on solving envtron-

mental problems.

To recognize the importance of feel-
iugsii:vaffi s;iendIifl Ere$t*:w#e*.inve*ti*
gating issues; to learn a systepatic
ap$rodofi lia S*id!ffi .stu $nfs,i*.pro6t;.

ffit ;::::iitii'::',,.;;,,iiiiij
Handout from Masrer 6

Time 20 minutes

Outline

t
Introduce strategic questioning as a syste-
matic approach to helping students explore
a problem (see page 8-12). Strategic ques-
tioning goes beyond analysis ofthe facts to
probe the feelings, hopes, and fears under-
pinning the situation. The goal of this activ-
ity is to practice choosing from "strategic
questioning families" to encourage learners
to listen to themselves and others in order
to discover the nert step in solving the
problem.

2

Read this paragraph to the large group
(or distribute copies to smaller groups):

Swe and Colin Lennox teach in a middle
school in Sydney, Awstralia. C)ne Monday
morning they fownd their stwdents in an
uproar abowt a chemical spill in the creek
behind their school. All the fish inthe lagoon
(which k fed by the creek) were dying. Sue

thought tbis wowld be a good opportwnity
to help the stwdents learn to ask qwestions
abowt tbe problem-qwestions that wowld
help bwild their wnderstanding about the
euent and their options.

3

Ask participants to spend 10 minutes
in pairs or groups coming up with some
of the questions the students might ask
if they were given the opportuniry to inves-
tigate this issue.

Hand out copies of Master 6. \Vhich types
of questions did the group overlook? Why
might they be important to ask?

5

Teachers may appreciate hearing the rest
of the story:

The stwdents went out to talk to the neigh-
bors, their fellow students and teachers.
They also uisited tbe creek, whicb helped
them realize bow sad they felt abowt the
pollution. They knew that they bad to
do something. They came back from their
consultations with many good perceptions
and ideas. Euentually, they determined
which ideas best fit their own talents and
time frame.

No4 for the past two Yedrs, the stw-

dents haue been worl<ing on testing the
water in tbe creek, finding tbe source pollut-
ing the creek, talking to the members of the
local city council and the wider community,
and making uideotdpes. The students haue
also been teaching otber students through'
out Australia to do tbe same.

For more on strategic questioning. see

"strategic Questioning: For Personal and
Social Changes," listed in the "Resources"
section of this unit (page 58).

Appraaching Envtonrnental issues i, ihe C/assroom



Master p Strategic Questioning Families

By using the right questions, teachers can guide student discussions through
a progression of concepts, helping them to define and explore an environmental
problem before making the leap to action taking. The "strategic questioning
families" presented here help reveal the ideas, feelings, and values that influence
the judgments that people make.

Observation Questions direct attention to what one has seen and heard about
a situation.

- What have you heard and read about this situation? Do you trust the source?
Why or why not?

- What effects of this situation have you noticed?

- What do you know for sure and what are you not certain about?
How can you find out more?

Key Words: see, hear, know, investigate

Feeling Questions are concerned with body sensations, emotions, and health. \-/
- How did you feel about the situation when you first heard about it?

- What do you feel when explaining this situation to someone else?

Key Words: feel, need, tired, angry, sad, frightened, anxious, frustrated

Msioning Questions are concerned with identifying one's ideals, dreams, values.

- How could you change the situation to be as you would like it?

- ln this situation, what do you care about most?

- What is the meaning of this situation in your own life?

Key Words: hope, wish, anticipate, like, love

Activity 5, "Strateglc Questianing" Workshop Resaurce Manual: Appraaching Envircnmental lssues



Ghange Questions are concerned with how to get from the present situation
to a more ideal one.

- What will it take to bring the current situation towards the ideal?

- How might those changes come about? Name as many ways as possible.

- Who or what could make positive difference? Have you seen or read about
changes made in similar situations?

Key Words: improve, reform, fix, replace, invent.

Personal lnventory and Support Questions are concerned with one's motivation
and capacity to coniribute, and identifying the support necessary for one to act.

What aspects of the situation interest you the most?

- What do you like to do that might be useful in bringing about changes?

- What support would you need if you were going to change the situation?

Key Words: experiences, needs, skil/s.

Personal Action Questions are those which specify what, how, and when
to do something. The actual plan begins to emerge.

- Who do you need to talk to?

- How will you get an introduction to them that will establish your credibility?

- How can you get others together to work on this?

The questions can become more subtle and subjective as one deepens one's
understanding of the technique. For example, notice the difference between
"Why don't you work on poverty?" and "What keeps you from working on poverty?"

Activ ity 5, "Strateglc Q u esti o n i n g" Warkshap Resource Manual: Approaching Enviranmental lssues
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An important step in the environmental
problem solving process is gathering in{or-
mation (see pages B and 14). Sometimes,
collecting information is fairly simple, such

as counting the number of cars carrying
only one person at rush hour. It can be

more complicated when the information
concerns needed people's opinions. How
survey questions are worded and how the
responses are recorded make an enormous
difference in the qualiry of information
gathered from surveys. This activity gives

teachers a little experience with several
different types of questions and recording
techniques. Here we use a survey on recy-

cling. If your audience has another environ-
mental issue focus, redesign or replace this
sample as appropriate.

Option A
Outline for one-hour session

I

Distribute copies of Master 7 and explain
to the group that this survey was designed
to help determine how successful a recycling
campaign would be in a state without a bot-
tle bill. The coordinators of this (fictitious)
committee thought they needed to know
more about the buying habits of the local
shoppers before they could convey the right
message about what could and should be
recycled. As you distribute the surveys, ask
participants to find a partner and interview
each other using these survey questions.
Small groups of partners should then work
together to summarize their answers using
Master 8.

As a large group, discuss the results. You
may find these review questions heipful:

- \fhich questions did people have
difficulry answering?

- IThich questions did not provide the
information you really wanted to know?

- How might these "problem" questions

be improved?

- '!7hat other information would you want
to know?

- How could you frame the questions to
get this information?

3

Summarize by outlining the "rules" the
group develops for good survey design.
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Option B
Outline for founhour session

1

Explain thar in this activiry participants
will design a survey and interview each
other about an issue. As a large group,
agree on a topic to investigate.

2
'With the help of the group, generate a few
categories of questions that would make
sense to ask. Categories might cover demo-
graphic information, knowledge, abiliry
preference, attitude, habit, willingness,
confidence, etc.

3

Assign small groups to generate five survey
questions within each category. After 10-15
minutes, collect each group's questions and
make copies of the complete survey, but
keep each group's questions on a separate
page. Distribute copies of the survey and
ask participants to pair up and survey each
other with their questions.

Redistribute the completed forms to each
group so everyone has the reslults of the
questions they generated. Ask them to tally
and interpret the results. As a large group,
discuss what they learned about the topic
and the art of survey design:

- What does their suryey tell them about
the topic?

- 'SThich questions gave you the informa
tion you wanted; which didnt?

-'$fhat changes in question wording would
have been helpful?

- As a survey respondent, what questions
did you find confusing?

-'S7hat additional categories or questions
should have been asked?

5

Summarize by outlining the "rules" the
group developed for good survey design.

Approaching Environmental /ssues l, the Ciass/oom



Master I Example Suruey

lnterviewer name

lnterviewee name

lntroduce yourself to your interviewee and ask if he or she would answer
a few questions about glass and metal containers in his or her household.
You are working on a committee to improve recycling in your town.

1. Person responding is: Male _ Female _

2. Address:

3. How many people in your household share the food you buy? _

4a. Do you purchase any part of your groceries other than beverages (soft drinks, juice, beer) in
metat containers? Yes [ ] No I l

4b. Do you purchase any part of your groceries other than beverages (soft drinks, juice, beer) in
glass containers? Yes [ ] No [ ]

4c. Do you purchase any part of your groceries other than beverages (soft drinks, juice, beer) in
plastic containers? Yes [ ] No I l

5a. Do you purchase any beverages in metal containers? Yes [ ] No [ ]
5b. Do you purchase any beverages in glass containers? Yes I I No [ ]
5c. Do you purchase any beverages in plastic containers?Yes t I No t l

6. Of all the beverage containers that you buy, what percentage do you return to the store?
<10%l) to%-40%l) 40%-60%11 6o%-eo%l) , eo%ll

7a. Of all the non-beverage metal containers you buy, what percentage do you recycle?
.10%l) to%-40%l) 40%-60%11 6o%-eo%l) , eo%|)

7b. Ot all the non-beverage glass containers you buy, what percentage do you recycle?
<10%l) 1o%-40%l) 40%-60%11 60%-eo%11 , eo%l)

7c. OI all the non-beverage plastic containers you buy, what percentage do you recycle?
<to%ll 1o%-40%l) 4o%-60%Ll 6o%-eo%ll , eo%l)

8. The next question has a 5 point scale where unwilling = 1 and very willing = 5. How willing
would you be to recycle your non-beverage containers if you could....

a. return them to the grocery store? 1 2 3 4 5

b. pay a deposit and get it back at the store? I 2 3 4 5

c. recycle them in one central location? 1 2 3 4 5

Activityand suruey adapted d. put them out with the trash each week? L 2 3 4 5
from lnuestigating and
Eualuating\nuir"onmental e. give them to a Scout group? I 2 3 4 5
lssaes and Aclions by
Harold R. Hungerford, 9. Have you ever purchased products made from recycled materials?
Ralph A. Litherland, R. Ben
Peyton, John M. Ramsey, Yes [ ] No [ ]
Audrey N. Tomera, and
rrudi L. volk. Champaisn, Thank yOU f6r yOUr help
IL: Stipes 1985.
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Master p Responses to the
Model Questionnairc

Total number of male respondents
Total number of female respondents

Households containing 1-3 people
Households containing more than 3 people

Number of people who purchase:

groceries in metal containers
groceries in glass containers
groceries in plastic containers

beverages in meial

beverages in glass

beverages in plastic

Number of people who return the following percentages of beverage containers:
>90% 

-
60-90%
40-60% _
tMj% _

<70% 

-Number of people who recycle non-beverage containers made of:

Metal Glass Plastic

>9O% _ >90% _ ,9O% _
60-90% _ 60-e0% 60-eo% _
40-60% _ 40-60% _ 4V60% _
lMO% _ 1M0% _ t04O% _

<lOVo _ <10% _ .lO% _
Average willingness score of respondents for recycling non-beverage containers
if they could....

a. return them to the grocery store?

b. pay a deposit and get it back at the store?

c. recycle them in one central location?

d. put them out with the trash each week?

e. give them to a Scout group?

Number of people who purchased products from recycled materials:

Activity 6, "Survey Design and Analysis' Workshop Resource Manual: Apprcaching Environmental lssues



Activity @ Hosting a Mini-Forullt

An interactive

exploration of an

issue from multiple
perspecti ves.
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Outline

I

Explain that the Environmental Issues
Forum Program (see page 16) provides
materials on interesting, controversial issues
and a procedure for community members
to hear and understand how other people
feel about the issue. The process helps par-
ticipants reach a sense of "common ground,"
a shared vision of which solutions are most
acceptable, and a more sympathetic view
of the way different people see the problem.
The program is managed by the North
American Association for Environmental
Education (NAAEE). You can receive more
information about F,IF from the NAAEE
offices-see page 59 for details.

2

Provide participants with background on
the issue you have chosen. You can use your
own source of information, any of the exist-
ing issue books (contact NAAEE), or the
outline on solid waste issues given here.

3

For a miniforum on solid waste: Explain
that many communities are producing more
garbage than they can economically burn,
bury, or process. What are their choices?
How do their choices affect other communi-
ties? Outline three different positions that
could be held by various advocates:

Reclaim it
By using new technologies and public par-
ticipation strategies, we can rec,vcle garbage
into raw materials for new produos for
consumers to buy. The recycling process
conserves energy and natural resources
while cutting down on the amount of s-aste
that ends up in landfills and drasticallv
reducing pollution.

Reduce it
There must be a fundamental shift in our
lifestyles if we are to effectively address the
solid waste problem.'We don't need hall the
products on sale today, nor their packages.
'We can buy in bulk, we can reuse materials.
and we can buy things that last longer than
the typical throwaway item that character-
izes our consumptive society. A more mod-
est and environmentally committed socien'
is the best hope.

Get rid of it
Modern technology has the ability to cope
with many of our concerns about solid
waste disposal. With new incinerators and
safer landfills, we can continue to dispose
of our garbage in the same, efficient, conve-
nient manner we always have. Better land-
fills can be built in rural areas, where
communities will welcome the economic
benefits.

Warkshap Resou rce l",la nu a )



Ask participants to discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of each position. \7rite
these on the chalkboard or newsprint in +
and - lists under each choice.

5

As you filI in the matrix of opinions, you
may need to build some imagery about the
rypes of people who might think otherwise.
\7hat would the President of Ford Motor
Company say about increased charges for
waste disposal? \7hy would the mother
of five youngsters want to use cloth diapers?

6

Facilitate the discussion to probe for
underlying value positions and striking
similarities or differences betr,veen choices.
The following questions may be helpful
for teasing out opinions:

- 
'S7hat 

are the consequences of this
choice?

-'What would the advocates say is the
best feature of this choice?

- How would someone make a case

against what he or she just said?

- Does this choice affect all members of
the community equally?

- 
'Sfhat 

would critics of this choice say?

- You said you favored both choices,
but which would you want imple-
mented first?

- \7hat would advocates of this choice
care most deeply about?

-'What is there about this choice you just
cannot live with?

- Could we accept the long term conse-
quences of this choice?

7

Close the Mini-Forum by asking what new
thoughts and opinions participants heard
and how their initial positions and biases
might have changed. Discuss in what grade
levels an EIF program might be beneficial
and what teachers might do to prepare
themselves and the students for a Forum.

Appraaching Enviranmental /ssues ir the C/assroom



Activity @ Using Success Stories \r'

An activity that
offers several

engaging examples

of success storles.
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Time 45 minutes

Outline

I

Arrange participants in three groups, each
of which will read and report on one story.
Give each group a copy of Master 9, 10,
or 11. Ask each group to read its "success
story" and prepare a short verbal descrip-
tion for the others. Each report should
briefly summarize the story and answer
these questions, which you can display as

an overhead (Master 12):

- \X/hat motivated the individual or group
in this story to take action?

- \X/hat types of action did they undertake?

- \X/hat barriers and challenges did they
face?

- How did they overcome these barriers?

- Do you know stories in which people
faced a similar challenge?

Initiate a discussion by asking volunteers
from the large group to describe the ele-
ments of these stories that made them inrer-
esting to read. They might suggest the
following:

- The story is real, with real people and
in a real place.

- The story has quotes and numbers-
real details.

- You get to know the character and sorne-
times feel as though it might be r-ou.

- The story describes of the problem and
proceeds to solutions following the pro-
gression of time.

3

Distribute the other two stories to each
participant so they have a complete set

to take home. Consider following up
this activity with Activity 4 ("Evaluating
a Case Study") or Activity 9 ("The Acrion
Matrix"). These activities provide diff-
erent approaches for analyzrng environ-
mental issues and a strategy for discussing
solutions.

v
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Master p Students Tackle Global Warming

lexis Gray was just seven years old at the time. She needed help from
her fellow students in dragging the heavy, orange mail bags across
the floor of the Senate hearing room. "Excr.lse me," she asked Senator
John Chaffee, "Would you take these petitions to the President when

you see him this afternoon?"
Chaffee agreed, and Senator Albert Gore (elected Vice President of the

United States in 7992) looked on with amazement at the eight bags, each over-

flowing with folded papers. "How many signatures do you have there?" he asked.
'About 100,000," answered Alexis politely.
One of her fellow students shouted out, 'And that's nothing yetl We'll have

a million by Earth Dayl" The packed Senate hearing room rocked with laughter-
and respect.

The stuffed mailbags represented several months of work by about
two million American students, most of whom were in the fifth and sixth grades.
They belonged to a coalition of 15 student environmental organizations across
the country who had joined togeiher to help slow the global warming trend.

The student campaign was an outgrowth of an educational experiment
sparked by two adults working for the Children's Earth Fund. According to one,
Mary Daly, they were upset by the lack of environmental education teaching mate'
rials that included any practical ciiizen action, so they developed a curriculum
about carbon dioxide and its impaci on global warming. The curriculum was pub-
lished in Scho/astic Magazine, reaching thousands of children and their teachers.

It turned out that the children were concerned about the issue and eager
to take part in both personal and political action. Students did most of the work
from then on-studying the issue, examining U.S. policy, finding out how carbon
dioxide emissions could be reduced.

Most of the student environmental groups had already started out as
single-issue groups on other subjects. One group, Concerns About Kids' Environ-
ment of Freeport, Maine, fought styrofoam containers at McDonald's. lt was
instrumental in passing a town ordinance outlawing styrofoam containers in fast
food restaurants. Many of the groups had already found major funding sources
and were "going national" with membership drives. With help from Children's
Earth Fund and several children's magazines, said Daly, it was not hard to unite
the 15 groups into a coalition.

Together, they became an organization of children two million strong from
California, Connecticut, Florida, lllinois, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey,
New York, Oregon, Rhode lsland, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin,
who called themselves, "The Kids World CoLlncil," and united under "The CO2

Challenge."
Each member of the student coalition pledged to take personal action

to reduce CO2 emissions. The children also took political action by collecting
signatures on petitions to send to the President of the United States. At the
June 1992 United Nations Earth Summit international conference, they wanted
him to commit the United States to reducing CO2 levels as other industrial nations
have pledged.

Activity 8, "Usirg Success Storles" Warkshop Resource Manual: Appraaching Environmental lssues



Personal and Political Actions

The students began their work in fall 1991, when they each pledged to cut
back emissions of CO2-the primary greenhouse gas-by one ton that year. Their
pledges were specific, including such actions as planting a tree on the south or
west side of a house (saves 150 pounds in air conditioning), doing more laundry
in cold water (can save up to 400 pounds), and encouraging their parents to get

the family car tuned up once ayear (can save up to 900 pounds).
ln February 1992, each group sent a representative to Washington. D.C..

to take their political message to the President and members of the U.S. Senate.
With the help of their advisors, they arranged a news conference, testimony before
U.S. senators, and an attempt to deliver over 100,000 petition signatures to Presi-

dent Bush. Their State of the Earth address asked the U. S. government to take
part in a four-part plan to reduce CO2 emissions, including provisions to:

- Make producing pollution more expensive

- Require cars and trucks to get better gas mileage

- Save the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge from oil drilling

- Reward utilities for energy conservation

The students were forewarned that Bush was pretty busy the day they
converged upon Washington-he was putting the final touches on his State
of the Union address, to be given that night. The White House gatekeeper politely
suggested that they take their petitions to the mail room. lnstead, the students
chose to drag the mailbags up to the Dirksen Senate Building, where they were
scheduled to make a special presentation at the "Senate Special Children's
Hearing on Global Warming" that afternoon.

There, in a packed hearing room, three small spokespersons delivered
their message to the Senators. Before national network television cameras, radio
microphones, and newspaper reporters and photographers, three children spoke.
Their voices were heard across the country, including in their own hometowns.

Senator Gore's press secretary, Marla Romash, said later that the children
made a strong impact. "Children are way ahead of adults on understanding the
impacts of global warming. These children had a clear message, and delivered
it very strongly. The Senators were very impressed,"

Romash added, "Not only their presentation, but their entire effort
can't help but have an effect." She urged other children to "get involved and
stay involved."

\rr'

\./

Adapted with permission
from Teacher's Guide to
V/or ld Resour ces r 9 9 2- 9 3,
published by the Vorld
Resources Institute.
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Master E Youth Activist Organizes
Neighborhood for Wetlands

ndrew Holleman, of Chelmford, Massachusetts, spent much of his
childhood exploring the woods and wetlands near his home.
After growing to love the area's natural beauty, he often went home
and read books that explained the ecosystem in which he lived.

When Andrew was T2years old, he received a nasty shock in the form
of a registered letter delivered to his mother. "lt was from a developer saying he
wanted to build a 180-unit condominium and that a meeting would be held at the
town hall," recalled Andrew. "l read it and knew something had to be done."

His first destination was the local library. There he discovered the Hatch
Act, a Massachusetts law protecting wetlands, and the town's Master Plan. He
found that the proposed development would probably violate the wetlands law
because the buildings would be on a wetland and be bordered by land reserved
for conservation. Because of poor drainage in the area, the developmeni would
probably require an expensive sewage system.

Andrew took a week to write a detailed petition, explaining all his reasons
for protesting the development. He then took to his feet, asking his neighbors
to sign the petition.

'After three hours of walking, I would come back with five signatures
and my mom would say, 'What happened?' Well, when somebody invites you
in for a Coke and starts discussing it with you, it takes a while. A lot of people
didn't seem to realize what was going on even though they also got a registered
letter. "

Before long, Andrew collected about 150 signatures. He got his sister,
Elizabeth, and his parents to get signatures, too. He took copies of the petitions
to the town hall, the selectman, the zoning commission, and the health board
offices-all the people involved in the decision-making process.

After Andrew's conversations with petition signers, the audience for
the scheduled town hall meeting grew to 250 people and had to be moved
to the school gymnasium to accommodate the crowd.

Andrew got himself on the agenda to rnake a speech. "l was really
nervous," he said. "We must have practiced my speech 40 times." When Andrew
rose to speak, the audience clapped for a long time.

"My name is Andrew Holleman and I am 12years old," he began.
He explained how the condominium development would eventually pollute town
wells because of the poor soil drainage and a stream runningthrough the area
into a large pond that feeds town wells. He talked about endangered species
in the area-wood turtles, red fox, blue heron, and various hawks. Finally, Andrew
made a suggestion for an alternative location-an abandoned drive-in movie loi
in town. Even the developer admitted that Andrew, dressed in sneakers, jeans, and
a sweatshirt, and holding the shell of a turtle, was a difficult image to overcome.
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Reprinted with permission
fuomTeacher's Gwide to
\Vorld Resour ces r g 9 z- 9 3,
published by the World
Resources Institute-

Meetings about the Russell Mill Pond development continued for some
time. Andrew helped organize the Concord Road Neighborhood Assoctation.
"Each of us had our own specialized area. One person had access to printing
so we printed all the bulletins. We had a chairman who did speaking for the
group. My dad and I worked a lot with the conservation commission, but any-
body else was free to work with them, too," Andrew explained.

"We asked for donations in our little bulletins. Members of the Association
donated; people from the neighborhood donated, and so did people from places
far away. We raised $16,000. We hired a lawyerand an environmental scientist.
The group videotaped wetlands and areas of excessive drainage, proving that
drainage of a development would be poor."

Eventually, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality
went to the proposed site and tested the soil and groundwater, which confirmed
Andrew's predictions. "l was excited and relieved," he recalls.

The town denied a comprehensive permit to the developer for the condo-
minium project. The developer took Andrew's suggestion and built the project the
project in the drive-in area.

Joseph Shanahan, attorney and developer for the Russell Mill Pond
Realty Trust, lnc., gave this tribute to Andrew: "l was bucking heads with Andrew
and his.group for 1 1 months. For a youngster, he did a heck of a job organizing \-/
the community."

Others have recognized Andrew's hard work, too. Andrew became the
youngest winner of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Regional Merit
Award. He also received the United Nations Environmental Programme 1989
Global 5OO Award for Achievement.
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Master tr Superbarrio: A Mexican Superhero

n the aftermath of the Mexico City earthquake of 1985, hundreds of ihou-
sands of earthquake victims and non-victim poor joined to create a remark"
able movement that forced ihe government and the World Bank to greatly
accelerate the process of housing reconstruction.

Within days of the quake, a coalition of organizations formed, successfully
uniting earthquake victims and scores of neighborhood organizations. Through
deft manipulation of the media and political bartering, the coalition pressured and
forced the government into major residential construction programs and other
concessions-and then maintained unrelenting pressure to force compliance with
what had been promised. whenever the Mexican government dragged its feet,
renewed pressure was applied. ln May 1986, for example, the coalition announced
that tens of thousands of still-homeless victims would link hands around Aztec
Stadium during the internationally televised World Cup Soccer championship.
This action was called off only at the last minute when a crash construction pro-
gram began to show visible results. Eventually, 50,000 units were constructed
and another 40,000 units were repaired, more or less on time and approxrmately
within budget.

The earthquake demonstrates the galvanizing force of a natural disaster.
But in the aftermath-with the relative success of the reconstruction program-
the political energy of the movement waned. lt was recaptured not by another
natural event, but by a man made media event: the creation of a popular hero
named Superbarrio.

Superbarrio was not an identifiable individual, but a masked wresiler,
a good guy sworn to oppose the bureaucracy: the greedy landlord, the party politi-
cal hacks, and the state. Dressed in yellow tights, red cape, and SB-emblazoned
superhero's mask, superbarrio led tens of thousands of people in street protests
over renters' rights, housing codes, credit for housing construction, and the pace
and scale of the government's low-cost housing program. Superbarrio was said
to lose his super strength when his mask was removed or when he was out of
the sight of the people. Because of this, he forced embarrassed public officials
to negotiate in public-in front of television reporters or on the street in front
of cheering crowds.

Superbarrio enlivened Mexican popular politics with audacity and humor.
ln August 1987 , for example, he announced he would wresile his archenemy,
a tightfisted greedy landlord-in front of the National Cathedral. The government
angrily rejected the unseemly location for a wresiling match. The government's
willingness to allow the match at all (and if so, where) became a media event in
itself. After suffering innumerable political lampoons, the embarrassed govern-
ment finally reluctantly agreed to let the match be held behind the cathedral.
The wrestling ring was set up, but it mysteriously disappeared in the wee hours
of dawn before the scheduled match. This prompted taunts, accusations of fraud
and government theft, and new street protests.
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By creating a good-natured media hero who symbolized the popular
struggle and who could not be bribed (and was therefore trusted by the people).
the behind-the-scenes barrio associations managed to create considerable excite-
ment, a shared pool of knowledge, and a formidable political force.

But Superbarrio was more than street theater. He reflected the popular
movement's growing capacity to put information, not just symbolism, to use.
At that time, one tactic of the barrio associations was to force the president
of Mexico to negotiate publicly through open letters that appeared in the press.
The letters recounted meetings and promises made by housing officials. The
government was confronted by barrio groups aggressively demanding a new
round of low-cost housing construction and expropriations of properties belonging
to landlords who evaded taxes and ignored housing regulations.

The government claimed, first, that the housing needs of most victims
were being successfully met, and second, that no building sites were available
in the earthquake zones for more low-cost contruction. But the barrio groups
proved the government wrong. With a personal computer, they created an
up-to-date database of 20,000 unserved earthquake victims and homeless
families. They also obtained a database of properties which, because of health
and building code violations and property tax delinquency, were eligible for
expropriation. Armed with information and the means to publicize it, the barrio
associations were in a position to argue that these central city properties were
being held solely for speculation and that they should, instead, be expropriated
by the state to provide buiding sites for the second phase of the National Recon-
struction Program.

The media guerilla Superbarrio generated not just barbs, but public
debate over serious issues.

v

Adapted with permission
fromTeacher's Guide to
'World Resources r 99 z- 9 3,
published by the lforld
Resources Institute.
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Master E Success Story Discussion Questions

-What motivated the individual or group in this story
to take action?

-What types of action did they undertake?

-What barriers and challenges did they face?

-How did they overcome these barriers?

-Do you know stories where people faced a similar
cha I lenge?
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Outline
I

Introduce the action matrix as a tool for
analyzing environmental actions and outline
some of its advantages (Master 13). The
matrix provides a framework of options
for taking action; in this activitg teachers
will complete the matrix while thinking
abouf one story or case.

.2

Ask the group: "Who (people or groups)
in the community can help solve environ-
mental problems?" List their suggestions
on the board, organizing their responses
into four categories: individuals, organrza-
tions, government agencies, and business.
These of "problem solvers" form the verti-
cal axis of the matrix (see Master 14).

3

Distribute copies of the Action Matrix
and explain that the problem solvers
don't usually take action on their own;
they tend to be "motivated" by other
government agencies, individuals, groups,
and bwinesses-the same categories as

those who solve problems. Point out the
labels on the Matrix; the "motivators"
run across the top of the matrix. The partici-
pants' task will be to generate strategies
or examples that fit into each of the cells-
examples of how motivators prompt
action-takers to solve problems.
For example:

- Cell 2 (organizations are motivating
individuals): an organizational letter writ-
ing campaign directed at members to act.

- Cell 9: individuals press their representa-
tives for legislation.

- Cell 15: a state resource agency fines
a company.

- Cell I3: stockholders vote to require
a company to use recycled paper.

4

Distribute copies of an environmental suc-

cess story and ask participants to read the
article, then work in small groups to com-
plete the matrix. (Use Master 9,10, or L1,
or your own example from another source.)
Encourage the groups to identify all of the
actions from the example and describe them
in the appropriate cell. In contrast, you
could give each group a different story and
aks them to fill in their marrix.

5

As they complete their assignments, ask
the small groups to consider the empry
cells, and generate ideas for additional
actions that might be taken. The resulting
"completed" matrix can be used to analyze
real examples or strategize about how
a problem might be solved. Point out that
students who feel hopeless about solving
environmental problems may see in the
matrix several options for action they
could reasonably take. Students may find
the matrix useful as a tool for analyzing
cases and stories they read about solving
environmental problems.
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Master tr Using the Action Matrix

The Action Matrix has been very successful at helping teachers explore possible

action taking strategies. The matrix can be used with success stories to analyze
the ways environmental problems have been addressed by others; it can be a tool
for comparing several case studies; and it can help students evaluate the available
options as they contemplate their own environmental problem.

The vertical axis of the matrix lists categories of people and organizations
that "solve" environmental issues. Since these parties don't usually take action
on their own, but are prompted to action by other forces or events, the horizontal
axis lists the same parties as "motivators." The matrix is filled with examples
of actions the motivators use to prompt action from the problem solvers. For

example, "students writing letters to a decision-maker" could be a possible entry
for the cell at the intersection of individual motivators and government problem
solvers (cell 9). lf the students' letters were encouraged by an environmental
organization's newsletter, then you could write "providing information" in the
cell at the intersection of environmental group-motivators and individual-problem
solvers (cell 2).

Possible Uses of the Matrix

Filling in the cells:
Simply completing the matrix can give students a sense of the diversity of possi.

ble actions-many of them ones they take for granted (e,g,, reading the paper,

talking to people, being fined for breaking a law). While students may be able to
generate quite a few strategies on their own, you may find using a variety of case

studies will provide them with enough imagery to fill in all the cells.

Developing an action strategy:
Students can use this matrix to plan their own approach to an issue. lt can help

them decide what parties they want to influenbe. Again, you may find providing

students with ideas that others have tried will help them see a number of different
approaches and recognize how issues become very connected.

Mapping specific cases:
Working from case studies, students can distill an approach into specific actions,
mapping the strategies that produced the described outcome. This can help
students realize that environmental issues are not solved by just one action or
one party. Rather, solutions are a sequence of actions which build on one another.
Most environmental successes are a combination of small, discrete steps.

Analyzing the dynamics of action:
Students may discover some gaps in their matrix indicating strategies or actions

that were not taken. The group can discuss potential barriers and advantages to
the actions they've identified so that students can begin to think about what does

or doesn't work and why.
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Master lE The Action Matrix \-/

ftoblem
Solvers

Motivators

lndividuals Environmental
Organizations

Government Business

lndividuals

Environmental
Organizations

Government 9 10 11 t2

Business 13 t4 15 16
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Resources

Trainer, Skill Building,
and tsackground References

Confli.a Mangers Training Manual for Grades

3-6 and Classroom Conflict Resoluti.on Training
for Elementary S ch o ols, 1 9 8 7. San Francisco: The
Communiry Board Program, Inc. Together, these
two guides provide students and teachers with all
they need to set up a student-based conflict reso-
lution program at the elementary 1eve1. A conflict
resolution process is included as well as activities
for practicing the skilis. This organization also
offers excellent materials and training sessions for
students and teachers at the high school level and
for the general public.

The Community Board Program, Inc
149 Ninth Street
San Francisco CA 94103

@ 415 s52-1.2s0

Creatiue Conflict Resolution.'Wllliam J. Kreidler,
1984. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and Compa-
ny. One of the best resources for K-5 teachers. It
contains more than 200 activities in such areas as

understanding conflict, resolving student versus
srudent conflicts, improving communication skills,
teaching tolerance, and helping students handle
anger, frustration, and aggression.

Creatiue Conflict Sol,tting forKds. Fran Schmidt
and Alice Friedman. 1985. Miami, FL: Grace
Contrino Abrams Peace Education Foundation,
Inc. One of the most useful parts of this guide
is the "ruies for fighting fair." The rules provide
a framework for students to use in order to
resolve conflicts and disagreements. It is designed
for grades 4-9.

Ecological Literacy: Education and tbe Transition
to a PostmodernVoild. David \7. Orc. 1,992.
Albany, NY: State University of New York Press.
The first section of the book looks at issues of sus-
tainabiliry and the limits of earth's resources. The
second part focuses on education, raising questions
and answers about what people should know and
how they should learn it, given those limits.

Enuironmental Problem Sobing: Tbeory, Prom-
ise, and Possibilities. Ltsa Bardwell, Martha C.
Monroe, and Margaret T:dor. t994. Tioy, OH:
North American Association of Environmental
Education. This NAAEE Monograph includes
theoretical considerations, models from leading
environmental educators, descriptions of pro-
grams that practitioners find successful, and sam-
ple activities to build problem-solving skills.
It is available from:

NAAEE
P.O. Box 400
Troy OH 45373

o 513 676-2514

Getting Started: A Guide to Binging Enuiron-
mental Education Into Your Classrootn. David
Bones, ed. 1994. National Consortium for Envi-
ronmental Education and taining. A sourcebook
of ideas, organizations, curricula, and programs
in environmental education with short stories
about classroom teachers and how they conduct
environmental education programs in their
schools. Available for $9.95 from:

NCEET
University of Michigan School

of Natural Resources and Environment
430 East University
Ann Arbor MI 48109-1115

@ 31"3 998-6726
Fax: 313 936-21.95

Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without
Giuing In. Roger Fisher and'!7i11iam Ury. 1981.
New York: Penguin Books. One of the first books
on the popular market to help people develop ne-
gotiation and conflict-resolution skills. Eminently
readable.

Global Teacher:, Global Learner. Graham
Pike and David Selby. 1988. London: Hodder and
Stoughton. A thorough and readabie treatment
of activities and ideas for enhancing student learn-
ing and problem-solving abilities, adapting curri-
cula. and altering the classroom environment.

AHandbook of Structured Expeiences forHuman
Relations Training. IT. Pfeiffer and J. Jones, L972,
and Human Resource Deuelopment Set. J. William
Pfeiffer, 1987-93. San Diego: Pfeiffer and Company.
A wide range of games and activities for use in
groups and training situations. Includes activities
for problem solving, conflict management, and
teambuilding. Arranged to aid facilitators; exercis-
es are easily adaptable, with excellent instructions.
The set now includes 22 volumes with more than
250 structured experiences.'Written primarily for
adult professional development training. To order,
contact:

Pfeiffer and Company
8517 Production Avenue
San Diego CA 92121-2280

@ 800 274-4434

"The Liberal Arts, the Campus, and the Biosphere."
David \7. Orr. Haruard Educational Reuieru,
60:2 May 1990, pp.205-21.6. What impact does
the campus have on the biosphere?'What role
should universities play in the struggle to live
sustainably? Orr provides a rationale for incorpo-
rating environmental concerns into the curricula
of higher education and examples of curricular
innovations.
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"Strategic Questioning: For Personal and Social
Change." Fran Peavey. 1994. By Life's Grace.
New Society Publishers, Philadelphia. A short
pamphlet by a well-known social activist that
focuses on communications and its role in effecting
social change. She presents what she calls "com-
munication of a second kind"-communication
that explores what we could be and creates infor-
mation rather than communicating what is already
known. To arrange a one- or two-day workshop,
contact:

Fran Peavey
3181 Mission St. #30
San Francisco CA 941.1.0

@ 510 428-0240
Fax: 510 601-5683

Transfotming P ouer: D omination, Emp ou eftnent,
and Education Seth Kreisberg. 1.992. Albany, NY
State University of New York Press. This book ex-
plores empowerment, the process through which
people develop more control over their lives and
acquire the skil1s necessary to be critical and effec-
tive participants in society. It includes a useful
model of empowering education.

Resor.rrces for Exploring lssues

E2 (formerly known as "The EarthTime Project").
A curriculum that encourages junior and senior
high school students to use the school as a study
site to explore resource use and waste (energy,
water, food, pesticides, etc.).

L2
881 Alma Real Drive, Suite 118
Pacific Palisades CA 90272

Enuironment. John L. Allen, ed., 1993. Dushkin
Publishing Group, Guilford, CT: An annual publi-
cation featuring opposing pairs of environmental
articles for discussion and debate originally pub-
lished in a wide range of periodicals. It includes a
short primer on environmental information retriev-
al and lists selected phone numbers and addresses
for government agencies, citrzen organizations, and
journals. Instructor's guide available.

The Enuironment,Tom Snyder Productions, Inc.
Computer simulation that engages students in
making decisions about landfill siting, water pollu-
tion, and other issues in the community. Role play-
ing as the mayor of Alpine, students evaluate the
arguments of science and policy advisors and try
alternative solutions to environmental problems.
A similar kit, Urbanizatioz, addresses develop-
ment issues. Available from:

Tom Snyder Productions, Inc.
80 Cooledge Hill Road
I7aterlown MA 0217 2-28 1.7

Ina estigating and Eu aluating Entironmental
Issues and Actioas. Harold R. Hungerford, Ralph
A. Litherland, R. Ben Peyton, John M. Ramsey,
Audrey N. 'Iomera, and Tiudi L. Vo1k. 1985.
Champaign, IL: Stipes Publishing. A series of
modules and activities that develop students'
skills in investigating and evaluating problems.

National Geographic Kids Nehaork. The Kids
Nerwork is a computer and telecommunication-
based science program for upper elementary and
middie school students. Classrooms gather scien-
ti6c data on their topic and use computers to
analyze the data and share it with classrooms
around the world. The seven programs cover such
topics as water use, acid rain, food, and weather.
Includes teacher background information, student
materials, activity ideas, and software.

National Geographic Society
Educational Services
P.O. Box 98018
lTashington D.C. 20090-801 8

The No Waste Antbology; A Teacheis Guide
to Enuironmental Actiuities K-12. Cahfornia
Department of Health Services. A collection
of activities from 20 sources that focuses on
natural resources and pollution, solid waste,
and hazardous waste.

Toxic Substances Control Department
California Dept. of Health Services
P.O. Box 942732
Sacramento CA 94234-7 320

@ 91,6 322-0476

Pollution: Problems and Solatiozs. NatureScope.e
1,990. A valuable set of activities and background
information to help K-8 students understand
issues associated with water, air, and land pollu-
tion. Includes "copycat" pages and resource lists.
Available from:

National Wildlife Federation
1.400 1.6th Street NI7
'Washington D.C. 2003 6-2266

Taking Sides. T.D. Goldfarb. 1993, Dushkin
Publishing Group, Guilford, CT: An annual publi-
cation that pairs opposing views of environmental
issues from popular periodicals. Includes instruc-
tort guide.

Resources for Understanding Solutions

Enetgy Options: Finding a Solution to tbe Pouer
Predicament atdThe Enui.ron nent at Risk:
Responding to Grotuing Dangers. These two issue
books come from the National Issues Forum and
are available from Kendall/Hunt Publishers
(800 258-5622). Additional information is avail-
able from:

The Kettering Foundarion
200 Commons Road
Dayton OH 45459
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Additional materiais are also available from:

The Study Circles Resource Center
PO Box 203, Route 169
Pomfret CT 06258

@ 203928-2616

Enuironmental Success Index. Renew America.
The Index is published annually and lists more than
1,600 programs of innovative solutions to environ-
mental problems. lncludes contact names, addresses,
and phone numbers. Available from:

Renew America
1400 Sixteenth Street NW', Suite 710
Washingon D.C.20036

@ 202232-2252

SolidWaste Mess:What Sbouldwe DoWith The
Garbage? andTbeVetlands Issue: Wbat Should
We Do With Our Bogs, huamps And Marshes?
As a part of the Environmental Issues Forum, these
issue books are produced by the North American
Association for Environmental Education. You can
order books from:

NAAEE
P.O. Box 400
Troy OH45373

@ sl3 676-2514

Information on EIF and moderator training
is available from:

NAAEE
1255 23rd Street N!7, Suite 400
lWashington DC 20037

(a 202 884-891.4

"Success Stories: lmagery by Example." Lisa Bard-
well. 7991,. J ournal of Enuironmmtal Education
23(1); 5-10.

The Success Story Primer: Using Snries to
Explore Enuironmental Issues. Linda Manning
and Lisa Bardwell. 1994. National Consortium
for Environmental Education and Training, Ann
Arbor, Michigan. This guide for teachers will
provide several strategies for using stories in class-
room teaching and for accessing useful articles.
For information on availabiiiry contact NCEET
by calling 313 998 6726.

Wall Street.foumal Classroom Edition. Oken
covers end issues. Includes a teacher's guide with
lesson plans, and activities as well as Spanish
translations of key articles. Contact the '!7a11 Street

Journal at 800 628-9320.

WhatWorks #7: AirPollution and Solutions;
Whatworks #2: Local Solutions to Toxic
Pollution. Developed by The Environmental
Exchange. Two books on successful grassroots
efforts related to air pollution and toxics.'Well-
written and documented case studies and success
stories with contact information. To order copies,
contact:

Public lnteresr Publicarions
P.O.Box229
Arlington VA2221.0

o 800 s37-93s9

'Yben Words Speak Louder Than Actions."
M.C. Monroe and S. Kaplan.1,988. Joumal
of Enuironmental Education 1,9 (3\:38-41,.

Resources for Making it Happen

The Action Research and Community Problem
Soh,ing Manual. !(/illiam B. Stapp, et al. 1994.
Discusses the theory behind an action research and
empowerment model o{ teaching problem-solving
skills. Includes several classroom case studies and
a step-by-step guide for beginning a similar pro-
gram. For information contact:

GREEN
721 East Huron
Ann Arbor MI 48104

@ 313 761-81,42

Field Manual for'Water Quality Monitoing.
Mark Mitchell and'!7i11iam Stapp, 1985.
Dexter, MI: Thomson-Shore. Available from:

GREEN, the Global Rivers Environmental
Education Nerwork

721 East Huron
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

@ 31.3 761.-81.42.

Inuoluing Students in Enuironmental Action
Projects: An Educatoy's Guide. Darlene Stoner.
1994. l7estern Regional Environmental Education
Council, Inc. Intended for educators of grades 5-12,
this guide will enable teachers to help their stu-
dents translate interest in wildlife and environmen-
tal concerns into environmental action projects.
Contents include: rationale and educational bene-
fits, hints for facilitating student effons; sugges-
tions for assessment, and a thorough description
of a diverse action prol'ects undertaken by students
and teachers across the country. To be published
tn fall 1.994.

Project'WILD
5430 Grosvenor Lane
Bethesda MD 20814

The Kid's Guide to Social Action. Barbara A.
Lewis. 1991. Minneapolis: Free Spirit Publishing.
Examples, skills, and concrete suggestions for
exploring local issues and taking action.

Training Student Organizers Curriculum. Michael
Zamm, Robert Ortner, and Beverly DeAngelis.
1990. Tiains students to organize environmental
improvement proiects in schools and neighbor-
hoods. Available from:

Council on the Environment of NYC
51 Chambers Street, Room 228
New York NY 10007

@ 21.2788-7900.
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Organizations

Center for Conflict Resolution
731 State St.
Madison STI 53703

Oflers resources that focus on cooperarive games.
peace education, and others for teaching kids how
to resolve interpersonal conflicts in the schoolyard.

Educators for Social Responsibility
23 Garden Street
Cambridge MA 02138

@ 617 492-1,764
This organization publishes and sells a large vari-
ety of informational and curricular resources for
K-12 teachers on such topics as conflict resolution,
conflicts about trash disposal, and the use and mis-
use of math in statistical analysis of issues.

FutureMakers Inventor Mentor Program
Oregon Graduate Institute of Science

& Technology
19600 N\( von Neumann Dr.
Beaverton OR 97006

This interdisciplinary program promotes develop-
ment of critical thinking, problem-solving, and
teamwork skills. Although the focus of this specific
program is on partnerships between schools and
brsitres.es, theictivities are as applicable to envi-
ronmental issues. Features Eberle's SCAMPER as

a model to encourage students to play with ideas.

Grace Contrino Abrams
Peace Education Foundation

P.O. Box 1.9-1153
@ Miami Beach FL 33119

Has many.publications on conflict resolution skills
that may be useful to teachers.

National Center for Teaching Thinking
P.O. Box 334
Newton Center MA 02159

@ 6t7 965-4604
Offeis excellent resources, materials, activities,
consuiting, and training that infuse the teaching
of thinking into content instruction. Sample courses

include "Helping Students Think About Contro-
versial Issuesr' and "Teaching Skillful Decision
Making and Problem Soivingin Content lnstruction."

GREEN
721 Easr Huron
Ann Arbor MI 48 104

@ 31.3 761-81,42
GREEN is a non-profit organization that seeks

to improve educaiion through a global nenvork
that promotes watershed stewardship. GRIEN
s,rppb.ts watershed education programs through
eduiational materials, teacher training workshops,
the GREEN newsletter, international computer
networking, the Cross-Cultural Partners Progtam,
and formal and informal partnerships'
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r Tssse Ioras ARE DERTvED FRoM THE voRK oF Two
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(Brisbane: Deakin Universiry and Griffith University, 1992)
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RESouRCES: Creatiue Conflict Soluing for Kids
by Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman and Creatiue

Conflict Resolution by William Kroidler. Both are

listed in the "Resources" section above.
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